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s
INTRODUCTION.

.
This study of the needs and possihilitiesief the industrial training

of girls and women by the city of Worcester, Mass., was made in the
spring and summer of lbll. Three cities, Worcester, Cambridge,
and Somerville, through their respective school committees, expressed
a willingness to establish trade schools for girls and asked the State
board of educaition _through its agents to aid them in the task of

;.setting up the kind of school which would best meet the vocational
needs of the female wage earners and receive the approval of the
State board of education for State aid under the Massachusetts
statutes.' ..

The board having no force available for carrying on such an inves-
tigation, the,..service of the research department of the Women's
Educational'and Industrial Union wasscured, and a thorough study
of the conditions to be met and the kind of schools that needed to be
adopted in order to meet them was rried on by this department
under the direction of Dr. Susan M. Kingsbury, ably assisted by
Miss May Allinson and a corps of yo g women who, through fellow-
ships awarded by the union, were fitting themselves for social research.1

. The reports resulted in the establishment of trade schools for girls
,which are now in successful operation in th;three cities.

The conditions at Worcester were somewhat more favorable for
the research work,,and the report upon that city was fuller and per-
haps, on the whole, more thoroughgoing. It is presented herewith.

The-publication of this material is timely. Co'nununities which
are about tzengage in vocational education Would do well to remem-
ber David ,erocketri maxim, "Be sure you're right; then go ahead."
The task of training young people to meet the varied and complex
demands -of trade, and of fitting them at the same time for good
citizenship, is not a simple one; it is most difficult. We knew very .
little about the industrial conditions under which young People work,
and probably less about the things that they need to know in order
to be successful in their, work. The Worcester report indicates -the
many problems that need to be taken into consideration in setting

.,.. up a course of study and a scheme of training for any group of feialb
io

Itsrfellook, Hiss Lort;tds Pan, end Mies Ellsabetitritiodell' bold the fellowships for Um you
1.10-11.
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wage earners. Every city m the country, at least of any size, needs
to some extent at least just the kind of investigation that Worcester
made before entering actively upon the task of establishing vocational
schools of any kind.

In addition the report. is valuable and timely in pointing out
(011ie relationship of thirpublib schools to the problem of industrial
efficiency; (2) the responsibility whicl. the regular schools must as-
sume for the vocational Welfare. of the retarded child w ho leaves the
schools at or about the age of 14, below grade, undu'eeted, and -
prepared for life work; (3) the different questions, topics; or problems
connected With the employment of girls, particularly those who are
engaged temporarily in low grade, skilled, and 'unskilled industries
which neetrto be inve§tigated; (4) the method- which should be em-
ployed in order to secure facts through the public school system,
through the officer who issues working certificates, and through the
factories in which the girls are employed; (5) the way in which an
investigator familiar with the problems of industrial education draws
conclusions from the data which have been gathered and shapes 'them
into recommendations assto the kind of school.and the course of study
which the situation requires.

Like all studies which have to do with young wage earners, this
report adds, and adds in an effective way, to the information which
has been'so rapidly accumulated within the past two or three years
concerning (1) the great army of young girls who go out to employ-
ment as soon as they have passed beyond the reach of the compulsory
law; (2) the 'number of girls and women who are employed in unde-
sirable. industries; ,(3) the lack of opportunity for advancement and
better wage earning which confronts the average female wage worker;

, (4) the low intellectual status and ideals of the typical factory girl;
(5) the kinds of industries which retarded and backward girl pupils
cuter; (8) the instability of female as well as male workers in many
industries; .(7). the fluctuating character of their employment, and
(8) the low wage which most of them are able to earn. Worcester
is a typical manufacturing city. If there is any alifierence, its c.611-
ditions are better than those usually encountereakin the industrial.'
centers of this country. The situation, which this report uncovers
these may be regarded as being on the whole no worse, certainly, than
that to be found anywhere in industrial America.

One of the most helpful things, which tkiliieport dts is to call
attentio,p to the fact that the character of the trade School established
for girls in any city mast be.ntirply dependent upon the conditions
whichit Must face. There has been danger that, carried away...by
thooPlendid success of the Manhattin Trade School for Girls in'New
York and the Boston Trade School Girls, plebes. of less size and
with fsr different problems might blindly dnplicate the organization

,
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ond the' courses of study of these two institutions. The proximity
of the three cities, particularly Cambridge and.Somerville, to the city
of Boston, and the intimate knowledge which Dr. Kingsbury and her
associates had of the Cops and factories in Boston and of the history
-and service of the Boston 'Frady School for Girls, made it possible for
theta constantly to point out the differences between Boston and the
three cities which were investigated, and the differences between what
Boston must do through its trade school for girls and'what should be
done by Worcester, or Cambridge, or Somerville.

We need more reports like this, but to be efFective they must be
made by those who have had some contact with vocations 011(1 with
vocational education. The demand for this kind of work is growing.
Unhappilv,_thcre are few indeed who can combine with the investi-

' gator's skill the knowledge of what to investigate, how to investigat4t,
it; and how to interpret the facts, gathered' The rapid development
of vocational education and vocational guidttnce is opening a new
field of social research."Fhe harvest is ripe, but the laborers few.

C. A. PROSS E R
Secretary National Socifty for the

Promotion of InduNtrial Education.

oh,
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A TRADE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS: A PRELIMINARY
INVESTIGATION IN A TTPICAL MANUFACTURING
CITY, WORCESTER, MASS.

PAEFATORY NOTE.

The movement for trade training for girls has been &owing rapidly
in Massachusetts since the first commission or industrial and technical
education made its report to the legislature in 1906. In the fall of
1911 three cities Worcester, Cambridge, and Somervillewere seek-
ing State 'aid in the establishment of a public trade school for girls.'
The board of trustees of the independent industrial schools in Worces-
ter and the superintendents of schools in Cambridge and Somerville
headed the movement in their respective cities.

The State board of education, as well us the local boards, realized
the nee' sits of knowing local conditions and needs in each individual
city before definite action' is taken in establishing such a school. They
faced three main questions when contemplating the establishment
of a trade shooh. First, what is the need of a trade school for girls?
Second, what kind of a trade school should be established ? Third,
what would he the probable number and the personneohof theprespect-
ive students of such a school ? The answer to the first question neesi-
tate& a study of what girls are doing after they leave school, and the
corresponding home conditions. The second question could be
answered only after discovering where and what were the demands
for young girl workers. The third qUest ion re niired a knowledge of
social conditions of the home, ambitions of the parents, and educa-
tional advancement of' the children. -

The State board of education, therefore, called in the aid of a
department of research for informition along these lines. It was
arranged that one investigator shotiTd spend the month f-Novemb%r
in each of the three cities, believing that enough information could be;
secured within one tAth to meet the immediate problems which
confronted the tic. hool. authorities. Delays in securing the coopera-
tion of the various assisting agencies, and the large fielebto he covered
extended the stilly to 5 .weeks in Somerville, 6 weeks in Cambridge,.
and 9 weeks in Worcester.

An sot to establish the commission on industrial education, 1905:ch. 503, provides for State aid In the
tatablIshment of local public trades:shoots under corlthi required conditions of cooperation.

824536-13--2



1U A TRADE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.

The field work of the investigator had two phasesvisits to industrial
establishments and visits to the homes of 14 to 16 ye.fr old girls who
had loft school to go.o work in the past year. The short time
allotted to the investigation necessitated the employment of short-
cut methods, which might not be advisable in a more extensive study,
but which proved sufficient to supply the needed information for
the problems at hand. The knowledge of industrial conditions was
obtained by visits to a representative number of typical establish-
ments in the various industries of each city. .The knowledge of
social and economic conditions necessary to explain the large annual
exodus of girls from the schools was obtained by the study of home
and school conditions of one year's outgoing group, or only a part
of the group inAhe larger city of Worcester. Moreover, the limite5
time did not permit interviews with the girl herself. - The home was
visited, but, the desired information was secured from tic parent.

The first stop in the study of industrial conditions was to secure
a knowledge of the women-employing industries and to choose repre-
sentative establishments. This task was gr teitl"P simplified by the
courtesy of Chief Whitney, of the district police, who granted access
to the reports of the factory inspectors. Through these records it
was possible to gain some conception of the size and importance of
varlet% establishments and to make corresponding selections. With

fairly.
The initial stages of the investigation of 14 to 16 year old girls

leaving school were worked out in the public schools. Several hun-
dred individual schedules drawn up by the deputy commissioner of
education were sent to the schools to be tilled out by the teachers
from the school records,. in accordance with directions issued by the
deputy commissioner. The investigator completed the schedule by
visits to the homes.

The reports of the investigation in the three cities reveal certain
points of similarity skit certain points of dissimilarity. The points
of similarity seem to prove that certain uniform conditions exist, and
may, therefore, be accepted as typical of the educational and indus-
trial situation throughout the State, especially. as they are distinctly
confirmatory of the conclusions reached by the commission on indus-
trial an& technical training in 1908. The points of dissimilarity
prove.the imperative need and value of local studies wherever trade
training is contemplated.

The fundamental faota which the similarity of conditions proves
may be stated as follows:

The large factories or mills are receiving the great majority of
14 to 16 year old girls who are leaving school to go to work in our
Stat4.



TRADE SCHOOL FOR (EELS. 11

The number of 14 to 16 year old girls leaving school to go to work
is increasing. The records of Worcester and Somerville' show a
marked increase in the past five yews. The percentage of girls going
to work is much greater than the percentage of increase in population.

The majority of young girls who leave school to go to work are
only 14 years of age. They are dropping out, therefore,.as soon as
the law allow. Sixty per cent of such girls in Worcester, Cambridge,,..
and Somerville in the school year of 1909-10 were 14 years of age.' '1'
Does this mean that the majority have completed the Work of the
grammar school ? Does it mean that severe economic pressure is
driving 14 year old girls to work?

The work offered in the grammar schools has been completed by
only a small proportion of the 14 to 16 year old girl workers in each
of the three cities. Thirteen per cent of the girls from the Somerville
schools graduated. Seventeen per cent, so far as the Worcester
records enlighten us, completed the ninth year. Twenty-three per
cent of the girls from the public schools of Cambridge had graduated,
but total returns, including girls from the parochial schools, would
probably lower this percentage. tife proportion of girls who left
school having completed the grammar grades in these three cities in
1910, therefore, agrees very closely with the proportion, one-sixth,
discovered throughout the State in 1906'

There is a largo loss of girls in the sixth and seventh grades. A
large number have then reached the age of 14 and can secure working.
papers. One-third of the girls who left the puBlic schools of Cam-
bridge and all. the schools of Worcester dropped out in the sixth
and seventh grades. A much larger proportion, two-thirds, dropped
out of the sixth and seventh grades of the Somerville schools. Forty-
throe per cent dropped out of the sixth and seventh grades through-
out the State in 1906, according to the State study based on 5,447
children' :The length of schoitling or the completion of the grammar
grades, therefore, .is not necessarily the determining factor i1 the
large outgo of girls from the grapimar schools.

Who -decides that the child shall leave school Is economic
preSsure in the home driving the girls of 14 to 15 into the factories
and bills? Because of the limited time for the study, it was deemed
impracticable and unnecessary to go into details regarding the
economic status of the family: .Questions as to exact incomes sod

Canparative statistke could not be secured for Cambridge, sr the and schooling icrtlflestes previous
to September, 1909, bad not been preserved.

I This percentage I, however, bamokon <Whirred figures In ash of the three citise. The total number
of osrUdeates honed 414 to 16 year ol4 girls In Worcester was shout WM, Statuary ale, 261. The percentage
kw Cambridge oonsidend 936 girls reported by the public schools. Certificates were issued to 462 girls
from 14 to 14 of wise= 545 Were from the public schools and the remainder from parochial schools. The
records bad not been kept end hence were not available.

I Report et the Ganmbnion on Industrial and Technical Eduattitn. WO% S. 116
1011.



12 A TRADE SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.

rents wertot attempted. Questions, hqwever, were asked regard-1
ing the upation of ''father, mother, and other members of the
family, .character of these oocupations, illness, home conditions, and
the opinigno"of the parentwhich was checked up by that of .the
investigatoras to ability to give the girl longer schooling. These
detailed statistic were secured for the State in 1906 by the com-
mission on industrial and technical training. The investigation of
1906 was a more statistical study, and it covered a much wider area.
The present studies were less statistical, 'but intensive in particular
local areas. By carefully checking up conclusions deduced from
the present study with those gained from the study of 1906, the
director of the investigation has felt justified in presenting the
conclusions reached.

Fully 50 per cent of the 14 to 16 year old girls studied' in each
of the three cities did not leave school because of economic pressure.
In 1906 it was found that 76 per cent of the children studied in all
parts of the State were economicarrable to have had further school-
ing, if persuaded of the advantage.' The percentage which has been
deduced in the present studies is very conservative for two reasons:
First. because the conclusion was based on general rather Alan
detailed statistical information; second, because it was deemed
advisable to report a conservative number of possible prospective
students'

The 14 to 16 year old girls who go to work, with very few excep-
tions, enter unskilled industries which offer little or,no opportunity
for rise or development. The instability of these young workers is
a universal problem in all three cities. The elementary processes
which occupy young or inexperienced workers are purely mechanical.
The work of the beginner, even in the better trades, 'does not afford
training or working knowledge of the more skilled work. The work
in unskilled trades points to nothing higher or better. The work is
monotonous, easily learned, and the maximum pay, which is small,
is soon reached. a The beginner becoplso discouraged with the lack
of opportunity for advancement and determines to try something
else. She drifts from place to place and never becomes proficient.in
any, one thing. "One-half the girls," remarked the superintendent
of the largest corset factory in Worcester, "get discouraged before
they reach the point of maximum speed, and quit when they are
probably just about to strike a paying point." A large rubber fac-
tory in Watertown (adjoining Cambridge) which employs 1,600
workers at any one time reports that 4,500 were enrolled on the pay

I Wometter-311 of the total 727 were followed up; 214 were Wand and latorvIewed. Cambridge-236
of the total 243 Wong the public, schools were followed up; 117 were located and visited. flonlerellle-116
of the total 261 molested and visited.

'Report on Industrial and 'Kaohniesi idieatioa, p. 02.
*Foe the reason the total number studied, rather than the number rep:sting on a alma% questien.

0us been used threeshoot as the bash for emanating pereentspie
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roll in the past year. A jewelry factory in Son'ierville reports that
N

5 out of every 6 workers leave in a year; another says the whole
force shifts every year. Employers in all three cities say4at, a large
proportion of the workers 'is continually fluctuating. The monoto-
nous repetition of work, inability to meet the demands of the trade,
inefficiency, discouragement, and the seasonal fluctuation are produc-
ing an army of fluctuating, unskilled, low-paid workers which involves
many industrial, economic, and social complications. Large estab-
lishments in the three cities are attempting to solve the problem by
various methods. None has yet attempted to solve the problem
through systematic training of their workers.

While these general conditions of a phase of the so-called social
unrest prevail 'from city to city, the relief is so closely associated with
the industrial opportunity that local study at once betromes impera-
tive. What thei schools are doing, what the children are needing,lewhat the bus' establishments are demanding, seems tcL. be uni-
form from co .. unity to commiity. What the school can do,
what the family may expect, seems to depend on the industrial char-
acter of each locality.

Although the work for young girls is unskilled in all large factory
industries, the processes open to the more mature women may require
a certain (Wive of skill or manual dexterity and offer a correspond-
ingly higher wage. ....

A study of the women-employing industries of Worcester and
Cambridge shows that the largest industries which employ women *o

do require some skill. Machine operating on clothing ccupies almost
one-half of the'women working in factories in frorc ster. Rubber
goods, bookbinderies, and. presses employ almost on -half the women
working in Cambridge. There are, however, practically no provi-
sions in the trade for training or preparing the beginner for the more
skilled processes. The result is large waste, incompetence, and'insta-
Aity of the labor force, and scarc'ty of skilled workers.

The necessity for local study is ell illustrated by the differences in
these three cities. Worcester the third manufacturing city of
New England,. with a ppulation of more than 145,000. It is a
political, industrial, and social entity, resulting in a lack NO f inter-
change of work and workers with Boston, ' It is, on the other hand,
near enough to Boston to give opportunity for an interchange of
custom and customers. Therefore, although the more'skilled trades
have a great insufficiency of skilled workers, the city is too far away
to draw workers daily front Boston. Because- of the lack of high-
grade work, however, the wealthy people of Worcester come to Bos-
ton for their more expensive costumes.

'Cambridge, a city of more than100,000 inhabitants, presents a
different situation. Altliougb. a political entity, it ia industrially and.. :

. . ,.- i



_ 14 TRADE SCHOOL POE OIELS.

,economically dependent on the various surrounding cities, as they
are in turn dependent on Cambridge. This results in an exchange of
work and worker, as well as of custom and customer. Cambridge,
therefore, sends out skilled and unskilled workers to surrounding
cities. Her large factories, on the other hand, employ women not
only from Cambridge, but, from surrounding cities. The university
draws large numbers of transient residents. Its suburban character
makes it the residence of many people who work in Boston. Such
conditions partially explain the large development of-laundries in
Cambridge, which employ a large number of women. Its suburban
character 'partially explains the investment of Boston and outside
capital in large factories.

Somerville, a city of more than 77,000 inhaliitants, is primarily
a residence suburb. Only a few, small, scattering, low-grade indus-
tries exist. Although a political entity, Somerville is an industrial
and economic dependency of Boston, Cambridge, and surrounding
cities. It sends its skilled and its unskilled worsers out to surround-
ing commercial and manufacturing cities.

The women-employing industries of Worcester liow a tendency to
group in four large divisions: Machine operating,' textiles, wire and
metal goods, and envelopes and paper goods. The first group only
the machine-operating trades, offers opportunity to a large number
for a medium degree of skill and wage. The highly skilled trades,
dressmaking and millinery, show little development. They employ
and offer opportunity to only a comparatively small number.

The women-employing industries of Cambridge show greater di-
r versity, though rubber goods and bookbinderies employ more than

40 per cent of the women workinginj'ambridge. The highly
skilled trades show very little developMATt... The women-employing
industries of Somerville are practically negligible.

What significance have those conditions for the problem of indus-
trial training in each of the three cities?

In Worcester, the machine-opOrating trades employ large num-
bers of workers. There is a great scarcity of help. Training there-
fore in machine operating for a large number"of girls would seem to
benefit the worker by preparing her for the more skilled processes
of the trade. A knowledge of- the operation of the machine would-
lift the worker over the preliminary stages of Imskilled work which
prove a great sifting process and are a fundamental cause of insta-
bility of the workers. The skilled trades need only a small number
of beginners each year, hence only a few should be traindd for the
shop. A large number of dressmakers are day workers or private
workers*: The problem for solution is to equip young girls for this

I lisoWite operettas Is used In this study to Iodate the meautiotart of corsets sad other omen,'
West es e haloes product.
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broader field of the day worker, without the intermediary experience
in the shop. -

In Cambridge and Somerville the skilled trades show very little
development, but Boston offers opportunity for prospective worker.
Training might therefore well be offered in dressmaking and mil-
linery. The workers can secure their preliminary experience in the
shops of Boston and later return to their home town as independent

orkers, as the shops of Boston provide the intermediate as well as the
advanced stage for the girls trained in dressmaking and millinery in
(;iirribridge and Somerville. In Worcester that opportunity is
lacking, The largo industries of Cambridge offer little opportunity
for training outside the factory. Boston, again, offers opportunity
for the worker who is capable of a medium degree of skill and who
must acquire immediate economic independence op partial inde-
pendence. The machine-operating factories of Boston are in great
need of skilled workers. The young girls of Cambridge and Somer-
ville may well be trained and find opportunity for development in
these factories of Boston.

Local conditions need careful study therefore in determining the
character of trade training or continuation schools. Worcester
has a purely local problem. Public money expended in training and
developing her young prospective workers gives returns in more
efficient workers, greater stability, and better social and economic
conditions for the wealth-producing industries of the city. Cam-
bridge and Somerville will necessarily be training and developing
workers for the industries of other surrounding cities. WorcedeAu
need concern herself wit!), the problem of part-time instruction in
her own local industries only'. ,Cambridge and Somerville must con-
cern themselves with the problem of their workers in surrounding
cities. Worcester is an independent entity from an educational,
economic, and industrial point of view. Cambridge and Sotherville
can not become independent from an educational point of view any
more than they can from an economic or industrial standpoint.
Only by intensive cooperation with Burrow:Wing cities, therefore,
can the people of Cambridge and Somerville meet the needs and
'remands of the girl,

There are advantages, however, as well as disadvantages in the
dependence on surrounding cities. The workers of an industrially
independent city like Worcester may be deprived of opportunit for
development and experience in highly skilled trades. The work
of an industrially dependent city may have the advantage of access
to the skilled trades of a neighboring city.

A knowledge of local conditions is therefore essential before
action can be taken in the establishnient of trade training or part-
time schools.' Satisfactory results s,nd efficient work can come only
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with a thorougli understanding and careful consideration of existing
conditions, needs, and opportunities in localities where such schools
are to b ,,established. trade,

-the s
knowledge of the processes of the trade,

ibilities of cooperation between school and industry, the
rn ural ability of the children and what they can do in the schmals
and in the factory, is necessary to enlightened policy. Interest on
the part of the cianniunity as well as close cooperation with those
who control the industrial situation is esisential to success.

I. THE METHOD OF INVESTIGATION.
a

A brief survey of the methods and sources of information used
in the study of a single city with a view to discovering the need of
and opportunity for industrial training is presented as showing the
validity of the study, and as suggestive for future study for similar
purposes.

THE SCHEDULES.

Two schedule4 were used--one for the interview with the individual
and one for the interview with the employer.

(A) The individual schedule was drawn urby the deputy com-
missioner of education and was "designed to be used by schools for
the primary purpose of ascertaining 'the probable number and iden-
tity of the girls who mily become pupils in.a free public trade school
if ,one should be organized in the future."

This schedule was planned to cover three types of pupils: (1) the
it who has left school within the past school year; (2) The pupil

over 14 who is still in school, and (3) the pupil between 13 and 14
who is still in school. (See accompanying blank.)

INDIVU.WAL SCHEDULE.

Pupil who has left school
Pupil over 14 who is still in 9(11A.

Pupil between 13 and 14 who is still in school... .
(Indicate by the mark (X) which of tile above deulribes the

pupil named below.)

(City or town.)

School Bldg.

(Blank for use in investigating the need for thejindostrial training ofgirls.)

1. Name of pupil
2. Date of birth 3.\sre last birthday
4. Parente' or guardian's mope
5. Nationality of father Of mother
6. Place of residence
7. Present or last year in school
8. Type of pupili,4t) Applicption (1).

(c) Conduct
(Use the term} good. lift, and unsatisfactory.)
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. Health and
(1) Do you regard her as normal or below normal in health and strength?
(21 Is she mature or young for her years?

Has she displayed skill or interest in practical work of any kind?
11. Do you think she will be More successful in trade work or in other kinds of work?

(Use the expressions " In trade work" and not in, trade work.")

12. Which of the following things does the girl and which do the parents wish to dp?
PARENT. e

1. Withdraw her from school...,
2. Place her in a local free public trade school if offered
3. Retain her in regular public school work

(Write the word " Yes" ontbe appropriate line and In the appropriate column )

13 If given an opportunity would she probably attend a local free public trade
school"

11. Economic and educational status of fain(Fi.fyther:

(Mother)
Occupation of father and mother

Permanent Seasonal Temporary ... .
(Write the word " Yea" after permanent, seasonal or. temporar.)

Occupation of other members of family Illness in family.
Educational status of family

(Use terms "educated." " intelligent," "ignorant.")

15. Are her parents able to Bend her to a-one-year course in a local free public trade
school"

A two-year course?
IS. What are her home conditions"

(Use the terms "comfortable." "lacking in canton." and 1 poor.")

17. Where, if anywhere, has she been employed' ......... .......
(Give places if possible.)

IS. What wages did she first receive"
19. What is present wage received"

These schedules were distributed through the public schools with
instructions to the teachers for filling out questions 1 to 11 from the
public school records. It was hoped that the teachers might also
answer in part at least, from their general knowledge of the pupils,
items 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16, with retipect to pupils still in school.
The schedules were then turned over to special investigators, who
followed to their homes a large proportion of the pupils who had
left school in the past year, in order to complete the informatioti
required by questions 11 to 19.

Experience has shown the advantage of some changes in method
of attack and plan of schedule in ally future study. The oNinal
plan provided for an investigation of ,two distinct types 'of children I.
those out of school and those in school. The results obtained through
the investigation Seem to indicate the advisability of making each
group the'subject of a. distinct and separate study. The statistical

.and intensive study of the ckildron who have left school miglalo best,
82453*-13-----8



still in school left to persons connected with the schools. After the
he turned over to export investigators, and the study of the children
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survey was completed, therefore, the directors of the investigation
drew up a schedule designed for the pupil who has left. school during
any one year to be presented to the board of education as a working
schedule,. They feel, however, titat the study of children ,still itt
school should be for the purpose of vocational guidance. and should
be conducted on a distinctly different basis. No schedule is therefore
suggested for this purpose. '

The directors would urge- that this schedule be filled for all girls
who have.left school in the -year preceding the study. The proposed
schedule would consist of two separate sheets, one dealing with the
school history of t'he child and one with the economic situation.
'The first sheet, covering items 1-10, would be filled in by the teacher
as before; items 1-6 from the school records; and 7-10 by the teacher,
with the ctid,c51 the investigator. The second sheet would be filled in by
the investigator through visits to the homes of these girls. (Sec
following blanks.)

INDIVIDUAL SCHEDULE I.
(To be Stied In by teacher and investigator.)

Pupil who has left school within lasryear:

Name
(Citynr lows.)

School bldg.

Teacher.

1. Parent's or guardian's name
2. Nativity of father Of mother
3. Date of birth of girl ,' Age last birthday
4. Gmcie of leavingischool Date
5. Type of pupil: -(a) Application (ht Seholar,hip (c) Conduct
6. Health t nd strength:

(1) Do you regard her as normal or Wow normal in health and strength?
(2) Is she mature or young for her years.'

7. In what su..jecte is she deficient9
In what subjects does she excel"

8. In what practical work, if any. has she displayed skill or interest?
9. What is the reason she left school?.. .

10. If given anopportunity would she probably attend a local free public trade
schaol?

Address
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INDIVIDUAL' SCHEDULE H.

(To be filled In by investigator.)

I Economic status of fathily

..-
Wage.

of Regularity of
Occupation. v% age. (writ pat ion. occupation.

Father --- ----- -- -

M.oilier

ether members...-4---
t For Character of oce,ipation. um, term. rermnnent or Temporary, for Regukan ol wit pat Ion Lise temp

Seasonnl or Remits?' )

Members not at work
2. Home conditions tirade. of family

arse terms or describe ea to degrees. For Horne oon7litions use tone Comfort:11de, Larking in CJI
fort, Poor.)

3 Rent paid Illness in family
4. Educational status of family

(Ilse terms Educated. trrtelliont4 Tgnorint

;). Extent of parents' interest in trade school
(Based on parent's statement )

6. Are parents able to send girl to local free public trade
(Rased on invemigittor's imprtkaoions.)

7. Reason why girl left schoi)1
S. In what practical work if any does she excel"
9. Supplementary schooling:.

(1) Has girl attended pny other than regillar day school"
I Public, evening, trade s.ehnol, bitsinem, art, or any other dot or es ening schol.)

(2) Length of time
(3) Department of the school

9. Business experience of girl: .

1.
2.
3.

4.0

Firms. OretipatirMs. Wages. Length of time.

4.
s

(B) The firm schedule was de;;igned for a study of the industry,
and was drawn up by the directors of the investigation.
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FIRM SCHEDULE I.

Frau. .ADDRESS. PRODUCT. TRADR.

a

CONDITIONS OF INDUSTRYIKegulat
Seasonal

Seacoast Wnex(Timeer nu"' emp Total No. emp
Time of min. emp Total No. emp

Dui' season: IMatrIbutIon of work
Change in Efforts to regulate

WOMEN WORKERS --Supply Source., HOW,

Schooling. .1 Age.

Type desired
Type in shop

Physical eiCac.ceNationality. Experience. terist

Age groupsNo. bet we Age of majority
LEARNERS, OnmsNo... ... Per gent timaipeecsful and reason Larsest age accepted

Training --Kind Length of time
Qualities desirable
Suggestions for trade training

The-investigation has shown that item 1, "Conditions *of- industry,"
is unnecessary, as no industry has yet been -discovered which does not
show fluctuation or seasonal aspect. This conclusion is borne out by
the Twelfth United States Census tables of numbers of wage earners
employed by months. "Change in " is also unnecessary. On Schedule
II, an additional column under "Number employed" for "Girls"
(including girls ON er 14 and under 16) should bc, inserted.

FIRM SCHEDULE II.
FRM ADDRESS

Knroe or Occo-
PATIO/1S.

No. employed.

Men. Women.

General,
sectional,

team
work. I Min. Max.

Weekly wages.

Maj. Time. Piece.

Remarks.

_BARIC PRINCIPLES OF Pancras

ROM Daily ,r- Weekly noon..
WOeteome Lighting Ventilation Space. Cleanliness

Legal observances
biTherrsw WITH Date Investigator

The study of the children1 who had left school in the preceding
year inspired the desire to know if 'the conditiOns discovered for this
single group of girls were representative. A small card with 6 ques-
tions was accordingly -Awn up, and with the cooperation of firms
aud forewomen-put into the hands of the workers of some of the
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large factories of Worcester as a test case. The returns were not as
complete as might have been secured if the investigators could have
personally supervised filling in the cards, and we should advise this
in the future if permission could be obtained from the firm. The
results, did, however, confirm the impressions gained from 04 study
of a single year's group of girlAgoing to work. The third goestion
did not draw as satisfactory results as desired and would be better
worded thus:. " Were you compelled to leave school to go to work'?

Quesnonmnrefor women factory workqs.

1. How old were you when you left school?
2. in what grade were you when you left school?
:1. Why did you leave school"
4. How long have you been out of Khoo'?
5. What are the different kinds of work you have done?

let
' 2d ,

1th
Preeent

t If the school had taught trades would you have etayed a year longer to learn
trade work?

SOURCES OF INFORMATION.

The age and schooling certificates in Worcester and Somerville
provided .invaluable statistics as to total numbers, age., and school-
ing of girls going to work.

Through the courtesy of the chief district police, lists of factories
and shops in the records of the factisfy inspectors of the cities studied
were placed at the disposal of the tato,bOard of education. These
statistics enabled the investigators to discoYof what industries were
drawing the girls and women workers and to select wisely and visit
representative qstablishments. Sixty-three establishments in Wor-
cester were visited, including not only the largest women-employing'
industries, but also those offering greater opportunity for skill, devel-
opment, and financial advancement.

'The names, addresses, and school history of some 500 girls wore
secured from the public schools of Worcester. Three hundred were
followed to the addresses given, and 214 located and visited. The
age and stooling certificates of 727 girls who went to work,in the
past ye§r, the records of 214 girls visited in their homesothe informa-
tion gained from visits to 63 establishments, and the factory in-
spectors' reports, therefore, provide the material for the study of
the needs of and opportunity for trade training in Worcester.

The term "women-employing" is used In this study to MAW. those lo ',Molt large tinthastel
women and girls an engaged. The term "gide to indicate girls 44 and under to years of age,

1
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U. INDUSTRIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN IN
'WORCESTER.

Worcester is one of the great manufacturing cities of Massachusetts.
In 1905 it ranked third in New England atd twenty-ninth in the
United States. The knowledge that many woman are working in
the industries of Worcester and that many girls are commencing
work at a very early age has aroused the schools and the community
to endeavor to discover what the rya' conditions are, and what more
can be done by the schools to prepare the girls for their life. It has 7
well been said that children may be sit "book- minded" or 't motor-
minded." The " book-minded" take 'vantage of the present oppbr-
tunities, continue in one type or another of the schools, and finally
enter professional or commercial life. The "motor-minded " girl is
one who learns more by seeing, handling, doing things than she
does from books. The purpose Of this study is threefold: First, to
discover what has become of these "motor - minded" girls who have
entered industry at 14 or 15 years of age; second, to suggest, if pos-
sible, how the schools can persuae them to give a longer period to
preparation; and, third, to discover what is the type of preparation
which would fit them for the demands of the industries of the
community.

It is therefore with these children who have dropped out of school
during the past year that this study is concerned. It in no way
considers the girls who now remain in school, and can afford a period
of fopr years or more after they have completed the grammar grades;
nor does it concern itself in any way with the book-minded child
who through accident or temporary discouragement has been forced
out of seool, but might be influenced to return. It must be kept
in mind, therefore, that the study considers the child 14 or 15 years.
oage, the child will* interests and abilities are for the more active
and industrial pursuits.

Three definite lines of attack have been followed in making this
study. First, it seemed necessary to gain a general view of all kinds
of industries employing women; second, to intensify on those trades
which seem to offer to the woman worker the greatest opportunity
for self-development, for financial adAncement, and for large demand ;
third, to follow to their homes the girls who had left school to go to
work in the .past year, to obtain some conception of the economic
situation and aims and ambitions of these familles.

Although the manufactures of Worcester are more diversified than
in many of the New England cities, four great industries, viz, machine
Operating (manufactures of corsets, women's clothing, shoes, and slip-
pers), textiles, wiri, and metal goods, and paper products, are the

I NMI of llasaehasetta. 006; W. Ilanuteettves add trade, XXIII.
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great women-employing industries of Worcester. Accordingly, visits
were made to 11 clothing factories, representing all a* largest estab-
lishments and employing about 1,200 workers; to the 3 largest corset
factories (of a total of 6), employing more than 2,000 women and
girls; to 3 out of 7 shoe factories, employing about 225 'workers; to
6 out of 18 textile mills, employing 800 women: to of the 39 or more
wire and metal factories, employing about 150 women; to 3 of the
to envelope and paper goods factories, employing over 600 women;
and to a biscuit factory.

A more comprehensive study of the trades offering a higher grade
of work was attempted, and visits were made to 19 dressmakers (1
of whom was conducting the department for custom wear in the
largest department store), employing some 200 women, and to 16
millinery establishments (4 of which constituted the millinery depart-
luent of the 4 largest department stores), employing some 200 women.'
Worcester is, however, primarily a city df factory. industries, which-
have s'hown a very rapid growth in the last few years. In 1-908,2
for instance, 4 corset factories, employing 1,029 women workers, are
reported, as compared with 6 corset factories in 1910, employing
about 2,000 *omen and girl workers. The growth of this industry,
undoubtedly; partially explains the increase to the number of 14- to
16-year-old girls who are leaving school to go to work:

The problems which concern us in this discussion of the need and
opportunity for trade training for women will follow four main lines:
(1) The annual exodus of young girls from the grammar schools,
with a study of their age, schooling, nationality, and results gained
from their early entrance i,kito industry; (2) the industries which
these young girls enter; (3) the kinds of work which the young girls
do in these industries; and (4) the great women-employing indus-
tries in Worcester.

III. THE EXODUS OF YOUNG GIRLS FROM THE SCHOOLS.

A. Number of girls leaving school. The number of girls under 16
years ikage who leave school to go to work has increased 40 per
rent in ale plis/five..yea%.% From September, 1909, to September,
1910, more Chan 700, girls.' took out age and school certificates.
Five years -.ago Only -513 girls applied for these certificates, an
increase of abotit 200 in all.

Total numbers of employees or of establishments for industries ea a whole ere basedsm the hotary
inspectors reports. which can be "mooted only as todicative rather than statiattel.

Iswenty.third Annual Report on Shinano' of Manufactures, 19011, p.13.
Number of Certificate. issued to girls within the pestyear and preserved in the office of the truant officer.

This number probably Include" win oortificsto. taut sit for temporary work, such as for the Christmas
'Ash in the store. or for the summer vacation. Of 901) girls visited, however, lees than half a doses had
taken out op and schooling certificates for temporary employment.

This number is based on the figures given In the Report on luting:kir sued Technical Education. leffil.
0. 70.

\

Ob-
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The significance of this increase in the number of girl workers
becomes apparent when It is discovered that there was an increase
of only 10 per cent in the population during these five years.' The
increasing number and size of the great factories manufacturing
corsets, textiles, and paper goods undoubtedly explains to some
extent this increase in the 'number of girl workers, although the
study of three cities, Worcester, Cambridge, and Somerville, seems
to reveal a universal increase in the number of girls who go to work
under 16.

Is this exodus of physically and mentally immature workers an
economic necessity ? Is it an ultimate benefit to the yhild? Is it
an economic advantage to the employer? In fact, what is the effect
of the large Thi.w}.)er of girl workers leaving school as soon as the
law allows? Sucligte the questions these data force us to meet.

B. Age of girls leaving'school.These facts concern us all the more
when we discover that about 60 per cent of the girls who left school
to go to work in the past year were only 14 years of age.'

Let us stop for a moment to see what this annual outgo of more
than 700 girls under 16 years of age means to the community as ll

as to the girls. Are they prepared to take their place in the labor
world, where approximately 10,000 women exclusive of home workers
were employed last year,' and what sort of preparation might have
been given them?

C. Schooling.Only p per cent of these girls have gone beyond'
the grammar grades; 8 per cent left school before reaching the sixth
grade; about one-third dropped out in the sixth and seventh grades
alone, and over one-half left school before reaching the ninth grade.'
If all statistics, however, were complete, the proportion in all these
groups would probably be larger, as the base used is the total num-
ber considered rather than those reporting.

D. Nutianality.It is the natural -assumption after visitilig the
factories to suppose that the exodus of yOurig girls from the schools
into the factories can be explained by the fact that large, numbers..
are of southern European birth or descent. It is somewhat sur-
prising, therefore, to find that 31 per cent of the girls who left scholar'
without special economic pressure were of Scandinavian, 20 per
cent of American, and 20 per cent of IrisA' descent.'

topuistion of Worcester, 1905 - 123,136. (Census of Massachusetts, 1905, I.) Population of Worcester,
1910-143.930 (Special statement from Bureau of Labor, December, 1910.)

Seven hundred and tvreutpesvan age and schooling certillastes issued In the year September, tom-
September, 1910

Age, under 14, 7: 14 and under 16, 431; 15 and under 16, 177; 16 and under 17, 94; 17 and under 18, 4.
unclassified, 84; total, 727.

Under 14 years of age, 7: 11 years and 10 months; 13 years and 2 months; 13 years and 5 months; 2 of I I
years and 10 months; and 2 of 13 years end 11 months.

'Statistics from reports of factory inspection. together with data gathered from a personal study
sSee p. 58.
'See p. 67. No data were secured on such a large number that the percentages are based her on

the number reporting.
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The northern European nationalities were also the predominating
social elements leaving the schools of Cambridge and Somerville,
which seems to indicate that for some reason4the children of southern.
European descent are not found in large numbers through the public-
school records. This can probably be explained in three ways. A
large number of. the children oirsouthern European birth or descent
probably receive their schooling in the parochial schools. Some of
the young girls observed in,tho industry, were probably 16 or over
at, the time of their immigration to this country. Finally, there is
reason to believe that some children get into industry without certifi-
cates, a fact which is also noted in the Government study of women
in industry made in 1907)

E. Economic and intellectual status of families. Sixty -six per cent
of the girls from 214 homes chosen from typical sections of the
city might in the opinion of the visitor have gone on to school.
Taking every factor into consideration, however, such as irregu-
larity of parents' ork, or father or mother dead, fully.one-half, on a
very conservativrestimate, might have had longer schooling. Fully
55 per cent of the girls who left school -L the past year came from
really comfortable homes, and 58 per cent from intelligent families.

The importance of these facts becomes apparent when it is dis-
covered that almost one-half of those going to work without special
economic pressure were 14 years of age; that 25 per cent had not
reached the seventh grade, and 60, per cent could not have passed
the ninth-grade test. The surprising fact that one-quarter of those
who left school without special economic pressure had not reached
the seventh grade emphasizes the need of some kind of training
which will captive these motor-minded girls and offer incentive for
longer schooling.

Some 30 girls said they did not like school, could not get along
with the teacher, were not promoted, or wanted to go to work. Two
yore working ,to help pay for a piano. One of these was a cash girl
of 14 years who had left the ninth grade to go to work in a depart-
ment store for $2, later $2.50 a week. The other was a girl of 15
fronl the eighth grade who went to work in a corset factory for $1
and rose to $4.82. Another girl was taking music lessons and con-
tributing to the payment on the piano.

Twenty7seven girls were staying at home. In some cases they had
left to help at home, while a few had left at a time of temporary
stress and then had not returned to school. Four girls had changed
places with the mother, who worked in a corset factory, laundry, or
slime such place, while the girl, whose wage-earning power was small,
kept house for the mother or the children. A few were at home

Deport on Condition bf Woman and ChltdAtage Earners In the United State*, I. Cotton Teatitandus
try, 1910. (alst Cong., 2d seas, 8. Dec. 140. 645, 186-162.)

82463°-13----4
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because they could not get along at school, but need not necessarily
work.

The standard of living and ambitions of the family are, after all,
the determining force. The mother of a family of 8 children living
in apparently direst poverty would have been glad to make sacrifices
and pinch still further to have her daughter stay in school longer,
if she would do so. The mother of another family of 6, living in a
nice apartment house, with hardwood floors, piano, and other
luxuries, said her daughter wished to. stay in school longer, but the
burden of supporting the family was too heavy for the father to bear
alone; so the girl was taken out of school to go to work. A visit to a
Swedish family revealed a carpenter and his wife, a washerwoman,
who had just built and owned a nice new three-story apartment
house. Yet the 15-year-old daughter with a seventh grade education
had been sent to work in a paper-goods factory at $2 a week.

The question "Why did you leave school?" was put to some 336
more mature workers in the corset trade. Ninety-one per cent of
these women had left school between the ages of 13 and 16, and fully
50 per cent because of their dislike of school or because they wanted
to go to work. Of '74 workers in a clothing factory, 85 per cent had
left school between the ages of 13 and 16, 25 per cent of their own
volition.'

Such fact§ emphasize the large demand for training which gives
opportunity for, manual combined with mental development. Dur-
ing these years between the ages of 13 and 15 there is a marked desire
for manual or physical activity, a characteristic natural to this stage
of physical development, which must find expression in the actual
doing of things. The parents of those children leaving school, in
many oft-repeated instances, were willing, asd,'as has been shown,
fully one-half were economically able, to have the daughter-stay in
school longer, but "when she takes a notion in her head, there's no
doing anything with her,? so she goes to the mill, the factory, or the
store at $1, $1.50, or $2 a week, which in many cases is more than she
is worth td her employer.

Visits. and talks with the families as well as the girls, therefore,
reveal a situation which quite contradicts the usual impression that
the parent takes the child out of school or forces her to go to work at
an early age.

F. Summary.The foregoing statistics show several indat signifi-
cant facts: (1) That more than 700 girls under 18 years of age took
out certificates to go to work in the past year, and that this number
is increasing at the rate of 40 per cent, or about 200.girls in five years.

I Thee percentages are very conservative statements. 144 warren did not specify whether volition
ne neoessity was the muse of their leaving wheel, merely answering " corm work." None of these answer'
Men Inducted hi either group in determining the percentage%
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(2) That 60 per cent leave at the earliest age thalaw allows, at 14
years of age. (3) That 8 per cent could not prits the fifth-grade test,
one-third could not pass the seventh-grade test, and one-half could
not pass the ninth-grade test. (4) That this exodus does not indi-
cate economic necessity. Of 214 families studied, fully one-half the
girls were not forced to curtail their education, and 55 per cent weft
living in really comfortable homes. Furthermore, almost. one-half
of those children who might continue in school were only 14 years of
age, and one-fourth had not reached the seventh grade.

IV. INDUSTRIES WHICH YOUNG GIRLS-ENTER.

A popular supposition seems to prevail in Worc,ester that the
majority of young girls who leave the grammar grades go into mer-
cantile establishments. Bienly 22 per cent, or less than one-fourth
of the total number, entered that industry last year. The factories,
and mills claimed more than three-fourths of them.

Of the latter, the corset factories and the textile and knitting
mills, drew 56 per cent of the girls, the corset factories getting 28 per
cent, or the largest proportion of the wliole. Five otilier industries
claimed the majority of the remaining girls the manufacture of
metal goods, 10 per cent; paper goods, 6 per cent; shoes and slippers,
4 per rent; women's clothing,"factory product, 5 per cent.; and food
and drug products, 3 per cent.'

But two determining forces appear to decide -what industries the
most of the, girls enter. The young girl who lives in the neighbor-
hood of a large factory or mill is likely to work in the nearest factory
during the first few years, but distance from home is a less important
factor as she becomes older. The occupation of an older member of
the family, pennarily the mother or older sister, is a very apparent
determining fasiZt. Of the 214 girls visited, about 25 per cent were
working in factories where their.rdo them or sisters were workingor had
worked.

V. KINDS OF WORK DONE BY YOUNG GIRLS.

, A. Unskilled industries.In all these factory industries (exclud-
ing dressmaking and millinery) the girls of 14 to 16 perform unskilled
wiirk. This may assume different forma, as boning corsets or tending
ngchines in the corset factory; running errands; folding waists,
dresses, or shirts in a clothing factory; doffing in th* textile mills;
putting pasteboard sheets into a machine in the paper box factory.

68.

Thy term has been used throughout the report to truncate those industries which are In the premed
developing an advanced stage of Industrial evolution. Rich Industries, whether employing huge og
small number of workers, show fatly high subdivision of lsbor, iipecislised and repetitious work, usebt
artiOcial mechanical power and also that peculiar characteristic which differentiates then from large highly
shad Industries-4 otoodorsUsstkat or prom or product,
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Whatever the kind of work or process, there is one feature common
to all this unsdkilled work 'the purely mechanical performance of a
monotonous process requiring little thought, intelligence, or ultimate
responsibility, and destructive to rather than promotive of the power
of initiative and intelligent thinking, and capacity for a higher grade
of skill. Since little ability or intelligence is required, the supply of
labor for those stages of the work is plentiful, competition great, and
pay correspondingly low. Certain of these industries might, never-
theless, appear to be preferable for different reasons for the young
girls just out of school. One industry might seem to offer opportunity
for financial rise or self-development for the Pnatoire worker. Another
not having this qualification might be preferable because thrrype v
of work and product handled are nice and clean, and the sanitary
conditions superior. On the other hand, certain industries might
be discouraged for young girls because of the necessity of contin-
uous standing, damp or oppressive atmosphere, or severe physical
demands.

It is hardly necessary to discuss here the lack of opportunity and
the low wage received by young girls in the three great factory
industriestextile mills, metal trades, and paper goods. Besides
these disadvantages, we may briefly note the influence of the noise
and vibration of machinery, continuous standing, and heavy, oppres-
sive atmosphere on the young girls in the textile mills, which
rank second in _the number of women employed.. The metal
trades, which rank third in the number or women employed, make
heavy, demands on the physical strength of the young workers; so
much so that some employers allow women workers to work only
one-half day at the machines, and to spend the other half on some
prOcehi requiring less physical strength. The paper trades, which
rank fourth as women-employing industries, offer clean work and pleas-
ant surroundings for the girls. The processes are, however, largely
mechanical and monotonous, and the trade does not offer large oppor-
tunities for development or financial advancement.

B. Mercantile establishments.The department stores and shops of
Worcester, which" draw almost one-fourth of the girls leaving school,
might seem to offer a better field and more opportunity for advance-
ment. Girls of 14 to 16, however, must usually begin as cash or
floor girls. The much more comprehensive study of 1006 2 showed
that few cash girls,rose to the higher position of saleswoman because
of lack of maturity and ability.

C. Medium skilled trades.Machine operating: The machine-
operating trades, such as the corset trade, certain brandies of the

I This classification Is bound on the definition'and classification used In the Report of the Commission on
Induetrial and Technical Education, Ma, pp. 33-34.

'Report of the Contmlasiotron Industrial and Technics! Rducatioo, 103S.
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women's clothing trade, shoe and slipper trades, under the best con-
ditions would seem to offer a better field and more opportunity for
advancement than the other great women-employing industries of
Worcester. This is, however, an apparent rather than a real oppor-
tunity for the majority of young girls. At,'Iough the elementary
processes which occupy the young inexperience,. girls in these trades
do not afford training in or working knowledge ,.f the more skilled
work, the most efficient girls are promoted by virtuL of faithful Service
or adaptation to the factory.

D. Instability of workers in factory industries. The great question,
however, is: How many of these girls get beyond the unskilled labor
stage and are able to profit by the opportunity for advancement?
The preliminary processes, such as boning and machine tending in
the corset factories, examining, cleaning, finishing (that is, snipping
loofa' threads or giving any necessary finishing touches) in the women's
clothing factories, are purely mechanical processes which more ,than
one foreman has pointed out " don't require any brains or intelligence."
The financial compensation naturally is small, based in most cases on
the piecework system. Consequently, only those capable of a high
degree of speed and applicationattributes not characteristic of the
14 or 16 year old girlcan survive. The girl soon tires of the
monotonous repetition of work and inability to meet the demands of
the trade. Failure to realize sufficient income, inefficiancy, discour-
agement, or slack season usually solves the problem and sha determines
to try something else. .

Does the girl profit by this experience? Does her employer profit
by her unskilled and uncertain work The responses from employ-
ers reveal one of the greatest evils of these low-skilled industries,
which alone' receive young girlsthe instability resulting from the
constant shifting from factory to factory.

The three corset factories,' employing 320 girls on machines, 93
per cent of the girls under 16 employed in the corset trade,' reported
that a large proportion of the young girls drop out before they are
promoted to the more skilled 'processes because .they get discouraged
and impatient. "One-half of the girls," remarked one superin-
tendent, "get discouraged before they reach the point of maximum
speed, and quit when they are probably just about to Alike a paying
po;nt." Several factories have adopted various expedients to pro-
tect themselves against this shifting of the workers. One corset
factory charges the learners the amount equivalent to the loss o4
time of the one who teaches her. This amount is refunded if she

The proportdon of girls 14 to Ze yews old taken Into mil linery and dreennaking le a mall In comparison
as to be prootiesily a rugligthis quantity.

Of the 6 estahlkhed In Worcester.
Numbers based on statistics from hater, tospeotces report, together with 'Malinke pilned kern o.

toties AVIA.
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stays six months.' in spite of this provision, the proprieto esti-
mates that he looses annually more than $1,500 on his learners. A
clothing factory igiluires a deposit of $1 from all. learners. Another
clothing factory keeps back $10 for loss of the forewoman's time,
which is refunded to the worker at the end of ale first year if she is

, still working in the factory.
Reports from the less skilled industries show a still more serious

situation. One of the large pliper-goads firms, with a total force of
200 workers, says he "takeson 250 learners during the year and that
50 per cent do not stay long enough to give themselves or the work
a fair trial. Many come from curiosity and stay only a week or two,
yet each girl has cost several days of the time of a high-priced fore-
woman."' The manager of a biscuit factory employing about 75
worker says the girls stay with the factory only a short time. A
wire factory with a still lower grade of work shows still greater fluc-
tuation in the larking force. The processes can be learned in a few
days and the maximum wage reached in two mopes. The result
is that, although the regular force consists of about 150 women work-
ers at any one time, from 459 to 500 kernel pass through the fac-
tory in a year, generally staying but a few months.

Shifting for bette?ment would be advisable if the workers actually
bettered their condition. But this is an open question. All learners
or inexperienced workers in any trade, whether it offers a future or
not, must serve a certain amount of time in the unskilled processes.
A large proportion do not stay long enough in any one trade to
become skilled workers. The result is an army of drifters and
unskilled workers always condemned to irregular and uncertain
work, inefficiency, and low pay. The instability and irresponsi-
bility of young workers, together with the efforts of the Consumers'
League, have resulted in the exclusion of girls under 16 from the
better factories and industries. Five of the eleven clothing factories
visited, employing about 750 women workers, do not admit girls
under 16. Unfortunately, this increasing tendency to exclude girls
under 16 from the better factories has a reflex action on the industry
itself, complicating the labor problem of the better industries, by
allowing the unskilled trades to ruin those who might in mature
years become skilled.workers.

The girls of 14 and 15 leaving school to go to work then have little
choice except the unskilled industries, were they must, spend from
one to, two years in purely monotonous or mechanical work. After
one to two years' experience, they are eligible to the more skilled
industries from -the standpoint of age; but the studf of 200 women
in one of the highly skilled trades bf ton and 100 ,:m those of .

Amount sot sootetaud.
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Worcester has -revealed only 4 worker.4 who began their career in
unskilled trades.' r

,

The effect is, however, equally disastrous to the industry. All
employers in all kinds of bysiness complain of the scarcity of respon-
sible, to ..ay nothing of skilled, workers. One clothing factory was
forced to send to New York this fall and import a large number of
workers. Another had to close one room of its factory, with a
capacity for about 40 workers, because of inability to get workers.
-One of the clothing firms offered the investigator $5 for every worker
she would send him. Dressmakers ark clo5ing, their shops anti' going
to Work by the day or into the shops because of inability to get
help. The demand for skilled workers far exceeds the supply. The
opportunity for the skilled worker is great; the opportunity fOr.the
worker to acquire this skill is small.

The present method of learning the trades in the factories has
proved far from satisfactory to all concerned. The new worker
usually "picks up the trade" with what aid and time the forewoman
or some other skilled worker can give. The majority of firms of the
various industries visited agree that this is an inadequate and expen-
sive process. The demand on the forewoman's time is continuous
and the return small, since a large proportion of the workers do not
reach the stage where they can give adequate return. The proprietor
of, the -corset factory who estimated that his learners caused him an
annual loss of $1,500 has been cited. The proprietor of a shirt fac-

`tory estimated that each learner meant a loss of $50 to the firm. A
shoe firm "will not bother with gred girlstoo expensive," while
another takes only bright girls. A paper firm reports that one girl
teaches another in both hand and machine sOilirk, but that this is an
expensive method.

E. Summary of industrial conditions which confront young workers.--
Several facts, then, are to be noted. Tho little girl of 14 or 16 has
an opportunity to enter only unskilled work. The monotonous
mechanical work which she does is destructive to rather than pro-

. motive of intelligence, respOnsikiility, and '.preparation for a higher .
grade of work. The masses of young girls do not easily adapt them-

. selves to this mechanical, monotonous work; drift from one place to
another, thus learning or becoming proficient in no one trade. When
they reach the age which makes them eligible for a higher kited of
work, therefore, the masses have not developed or have lost the power
to take advantage of the opportunity now opened to them. The
factAiry industries requiring more skill have no satia:Detory system of
training the prospective worker for the trade. The result is that the
mass of workers who begui work in the unskilled trades remain there
and never get higher.

'Study of droesotaktoi medi-by the research deportment 01 the WOrowee Edocetlecolend Wostrill
. Vales, Dort% to be published Is OWN so ta000mlo Iteloilow et Worms
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F. Need of trade-training sehri.One great, need of the industrial
world stands out prominentlya trade-training school which can take

-..._

the 14 or 15 year-old girlS who will not go to the regular schools and
must go to work in a year or two. If this trade-training school can,
give her such equipment that she may be lifted over the preliminary
unskilled processes in the industry and put upon work which con-
tinually trains and develops her for a higher kind of work, the great
mass of unskilled, unstable workers must in time decrease.

VI. WOMEN-EMPLOYING INDUSTRIES OF WORCESTER.

With this in visw, three problems come up for consideration: First,
what are the women-employing industries of Worcester? Second,
what are the opportunities as to numbers needed, self-development,
financial compensation, and future outlook in each trade ? Third,
what can be done to adapt the women for the better trades and adapt
the trades to the women workers so as to secure for both the best
possible results? In other words, what is the need of and opportu-
nity for trade training?

The general facts learned from the study of a single year's group of
girls serve as a fairly good index to the women-employing industries
of Worcester. Statistics sh'ow that approximately 1,300 women and
138 minors were employed in the mercantile establishments of
Worcester during the past year; that 8,000 women and 1,000 minus,
not including home workers, were employed in manufacturing in
Worcester;' that is, five-sixths of the womeq and five - sixths, of the
minors at work are engaged in manufactures.

Four industries occupy almost 90 per cent of the Women employed
in manufactures. The machine-operating trades, covering the pro-
duction of corsets, women's clothing, and sh5es and eli )pers, stand
foremost, with 52 per cent of the women and 65 per of the girls
employed in these four industries. The textile i dustrios rank
second, employing 18 per cent of the women and 20 p cent of the
girls. Wire and metal,goods rank third, with 15 per cent of the women
and 9 per cent of the girls. The metal trades draw a comparatively
small number of girls from school, because of the heavier physical
demands. Envelopes and paper goods rank fourth, with 13 per cent
of the women and5 per cent of the girls.

"6".1:Itatatles from mord, of factory luspeotlou. These figures must be .aoospood cc tut/Math% rattier than
statistical.
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Four factory industries employing women in Worcester.'

Industries. .11 Women.

I. Machine operating 3,fiR 444

Corsets 1,898 398
W omen e lathing 1,393 28
Boots and shoes 389 18

"2. Textile, 1,281 137
3. %Vire and metal goods 1, OW2 132
4. Envelopes and paper good 937 39

Statistics gained !rum records of factory inspector, together with those aequirs.1 by personal visas.

A. Unskilled ilutustrieg. Thetextile industry, e and metal goods .
and paper goods manufactures offer comparativ imall oppor-
tunity for self-development, as has already been shown., though in
some cases larger opportunity for financial advancement.. The
majority of the processes in the textile mills are highty mechanical
and offer little opportunity other than sending machines. Weavers
get good pay ($5 to 314 per week), 'but this branch has been closed
to women in one large factory, because of the 56-hour law. In the
carpet mills a large number of hand sewers are employed, and receive
$12 to 1118 a week. In the worsted and yarn mills a small-number of
burlers or menders (hand sewers) receive from $6 to $12 a week.

The metal trades are probably the most. hopeless of 'all trades as
an industrial career for women, yet they are the third largest women-,
employing industry of Worcester. The superintendent of one of
the large wire factories granted that "there is little future" in the-
trade. Beginners in this factory start with 75 cents a day, the major-
ity getting $1.75,, with a maximum of $2 a day.

The paper trades are more desirable, in that the ,physical demands
are less severe, the work cleaner, and the surroundings probably
more attrastive. The manager of a.lhrge envelope factory, however,
frankly says there is no future in the business for girls, and that'only
workers of a type not' high endugh for skilled trades should be en-*couraged to go into it. The average girl learns the processes m one
to two months, but according to one employer requires three years
to reach the maximum speed. Folding-of envelopes by machine is
wholly unskilled work, the girl merely feeding the paper into the
machine. Folding envelopes by hand requires a certain degree of
accuraey, deftness, and speed, as does also covering, pasteboard
boxes with glazed paper. With the piecework system, envelope
makers receive from $9 to $15 and Lox makers from $4 to $12,
according to process and product. The manufacture of fancy paper
products, such as valentines, cards, etc., is pleasant and attractive
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work, but offers a short working season.' There is opportunity for
a comparatively small number of designers at $10 to $15, but the
majority of the processes are unskilled and offer a range from $3 to
$10 a week.

The proprietor of a-large paper-gdods facto says: "If a, trade
school could teach girls promptness alone, th woulcit.)e

`something. Promptness, neatness, and a general nowledgv of the
industry should be taught those of not high enough ype to be good
material for skilled trades." This employer has struck the essential
point in his appreciation' of ,the need of a_ broader backgrold and
interest. The problem of how and when this broader background can
be givemthe wbrkers of these three factory industries is an open. ques-
tion. The small proportion of age and schooling certificates issued
for the paper-goods factories corroborates the conclusion gained from
visits to the factories, that the majority of these girls had reacted the
age of 16. The proprietors of the.three paper-gm;ds factories visited
said they get most of their workers from the schools. If most of their
workers come d'ulectly from the schools, and the majority are 16
years of age, this may account for the apparent higher grade of young
girls in these factories. -

The needs of the worker in these three factory industries, therefore,
are somewhat different. The workers in the textile mills and metal-
goodsOactories leave school early, Had have little general or cultural
education. The workers of the paper-goods factorid may have,
on the whole, more of the-cultural education, yet the employer in
the trade appreciates the need for a still wider interest and outlook.
The opportunity for these workers probably lies either in part-time
schools or in evening schools fin the mature worker; giving a certain
amount of supplementary `training connected with the trade, but
chiefly complementary teaching in domestic and academic subjects.
.Quite a large number of the girls visited in their homes ask et f evening
schools would be established, and,,,-expressed a desire tJy ttend. A
large number, however, would not be reached by evening schools,
because of the demands on the physical strength of the girl or vfonian
who has a 10-hour working day.

B. The skilled 2ndueteies.(1) Machine operat,ing: But one group
of trades in Worcester, the needle trades, therefore, can be said to
lay claim to a high grade of skill and offer opportpnity for develop-.,ment and advancement.

The machine-operating trades show a state of transition from the
low-skilled factory industries just discussed, to the high-grade
skilled trades, dressmaking and millinery, and can not be considered

41, as requiring more than a low grade of skill. The introduction of
I Ilaptauber-Diocembm, time of maximum employment, 210. Aplil-*tust, tuns of ognImula employ-

meat, 26.
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specialized machines which do only a special process,,such as tucking,
hemstitching, sewing on buttons, making button holes, and embroid-
ering edges -the extremeedivision" of labor, so that one girl does a
single process from one day's end to anotherand the supremacy
of mechanical processes have largely eliminated the need of and the
demand for high-grade skill. Practically only three skilled processes
exist in the factory-made clothing trades in Worcester. Of these,
the cutting is monopolized with one exception by men. Of the two
remaining processes, machine operating and hen il sewing, the former
_employs by 'far the larger number of women.

The degree of skill required in machine operating is largely deter-
mined by the grade of product turned out.: The machine-operating
trades-show 5 fairy definite stages of work which require (1)41.

mechanical, speed, (2) accuracy combined with speed, (3) accuracy
combined with deftness, (4) constructive ability, and (5) artistic
ability.

Machine operators ou caqvits goodstenth and awnings or on
overalls, stitchers and tuckers in a muslin-thiderwear factory, must
icquire mechanical speed, primarily. Such workers are little above
the envelope workers in degree of skill, with this slight difference,
the power-sewing machine is subject to the worker who must feed
the material through the machine, straight, while the folding machine
of the envelope feeder is wholly independent of the worker. Yet
modqn invention has introduced self-feeding, self-regulating hem-
stitching and tucking machines so that one girl can superintend 4
machinesmerely Walking back and forth to see that everything is
going right. A single industry, like the manufacture of corsets, for
instance, offers the first four stages of work and necessitates the cor-
responding qualifications in the 'Workers. 4 A factory which produces a
69-cent or a dollar corset made of cheap materials, with little attention
to lines and adaptation to form, requires a comparatively small de ree
of skill and can be turned out at a tigh speed by acomparatively low-
skilled worker. A factory which, on the other hand, produces a four
or five dollar corset made of expensive materials with mUch attention
to style and lines must have skilled workers of intelligence, deftness,
and accuracy. The manufacture of high-grade, waists and dresses
requiring a high degree of skill and artistic ability has not yet been
introduced in Worcester. The individual ,factories and kinds of
products are therefore important in determining the desirability and
possibilities of the trade.

The different processes requiring different degrees of skill, respon-
sibility, and intelligence are open to the various kinds of workers besk
adapted to each; and the degree of .skill, combined with tie speed of

. the worker, determines and explailitile wide range of pay discovered
in the machine-operating trades.

.
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An swage girl can learn to rune power machine in a few weeks
but needs from 6 to 12 monthsto become a skilled worker and secure
a wage of $6. The weekly wage varies a good deal, according to the
individual speed atul skill. and the supply of work, which fluctuates
with the different seasons. Machine operators in the corset factories
range from $6 to $15. This range expresses largely a difference in
speed and skill,

Summary of women and girl workers and of wages in the three laryeat colletfactories.

Occu ygt ions.
Emplo erg. Weekly Wages..

Women.1

1,000
427

78
28
15

Gins.

320
33

s8
5

3

Max.

415
12
11
10
'U

Ma)

$4

f.

Machine operatork,
Eland sewers
Pressers
Examiners
Boxers

'Some machine- operating wages go as low as 6E50 during dull time of stock taking

The $6 girl dees the simple processes and works on the cheaper
product. The $15 girl does the most skilled processes and' also
handles the best type of product. One firm reported that the'
Achille operators sometimes drop as low as $1.50 a week during dull
time of stock taking, but it is difficult to get statistics on the dull
season without a canvas of the individual workers, because of its
variation.' The employer is usually reluctant to say or does not
exactly know that is the seasonal fluctuation, but three factories
report that the \months of November, December, and January are the
times of minimum employment.

Machine operators on tents and awnings 'and heavier, coarser
prOducts require the lowest degree of skill and receive a correspopd-
ingly low range of pays from $5.25 to $8.25. The range of wage here
expresses primarily the range in speed. The machineS?erators of
the 6.underwear factories and the 2 women's clothing factories must.
possess a wider range of skill and showed a usual range of $5 to $14,
with the majority probably receiving from $7 to $9, though one girl
in an underwear factory was reported to be receiving a wage of $18..

The study of individual girls and of pay rolls to Boston firms h now being made by the research
leparkment'of the Women's StiumUonal and Indtistrial Union of Boston, and should contribute

I much to the Dore/salon of the ;wage- irregularity. Bee also Goodman, Pearl, sad Uekutd, Elea, The
4:11Urtvralst Trade. Journal of Political Economy, Dommbes, 1910.

I

5.

V
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his underwear firm Illustrating kinds of work and wager of women. .

8

. -
Weekly Ingle .

Occupations Women. Firms
reporUng.

Min. Max. Maj.
_

Machine operating AS $S SA InRibbon girls IC 3 4 4Pressers 22Examiners ' 6 4Flashers 24 6 7
Cleaners 24 6 7Trimming preparers

.1.nm girls.
10
5

6 7

6( hi Nide workers

Women's clothing factoryl'roduct: 84,irtwatists and dresses.

Occupations. Women. Girls.

Machine operators 160 4Finkhr 12 3tFoie
i'reoerc 4

Folders 2

Vkleekly wages.

Min. Max. Mel.

is

6

$15 811-110
/1

7- 8

t
typical shot frutory:

Oreorrolons.
Employees.

A'amen.. I Gills.

Weekly

Min.

wages.

Max.

varapies- 12 616 925 620Eyelet workers 13 IARack stayers
12 IC ISTip stitehers a 13 15Top stltchers
12 IsLining makers

N! 12 10Sorters 4 5Packers
Skivers i

12 3

1-

4
12 9

Machine operating in 4
skill, and the wage is pre,
who' earn from $8 to $12,
paid Machine operators ir$
point of skill and earning
simpler 'parts of the stitchm
skilled workers are the vani
the uppers. The difficulty iii
the curve of the vamp, and
part of the shoe in such a Ns
The range of wage in this tM
and speed as in the better c

hoe factory requires a high degree of
rtionately higher. The lining makers,
d work on heavy cloth, are the lowest
e shoe trade\ Next beyond them in
parity are thes\veratives who do the
, back staying, \Ste'. The most highly
rs, who stitch ther the vamps and

beingprocess comes
join together WAS v
as not to deet

is to follow
the upper

the fit of the shoe.
Is then expresses a -range both in skill
t factories.
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A fqrewoman in one factory said that a knowledge of machine oper-
ating on cloth would be of value to a girl in adapting itself to work
on leather. The difference rests primarily in the strength required to
run the heavier machine, and in the ability to handle the heavier
material, as well as in the knowledge of the special machines inaise in
shoe factories.'

The study of machine operating, therefore, shows that Worcester
contains a large numbi.r of factories demanding ordinary machine
stitchers at a maximum wage of $7 to $8, with a certain amount of
seasonal fluctuation, though probably not longer than what might be
called vacations. Also, without doubt, there are a fair number ()f
opportunities for the better _class of work, such as that found in
factories producing the best grade of corset, and ranging from $12
to $15, with a smaller amount of slack time. Finally, opportunity
exists for a large number in factories where the better grade of under-
wear is manufactured. Here the type of work is superior, or, at any
rate, may lead toward the manufacture of finer goods, with a wage
ranging from $5 to $14, and in a few cases as high as $18, though the
mejority probably receive not more than $8. The, shoe factories of
Spencer-and Webster and the straw-hat factories of Upton offer
opportunity for higher grade work and financial advancement.
Although at present there is little or no interclirge of work and
worker cities, these for
better work and better pay may ,in time be seized by the people of
Worcester, who have been trained in the machine-operating trades.

It is into these factories of Worcester that the larger number of
young girls must go, and a certain amount of training for this trade
will provide the means of entrance and advancement. It must be
noted, however, that the opportunity in the -trade is not sue.117is,
attract very large numbers of girls of great ability, as the room at the
top is limited. It ,is, in general, the girl with less ability or the girl
with the pressing need of economic independence who should be
trained for this trade. The wage is probably as good as could be
secured in other types of work accessible, and there is an opportunity
for a high wage for the intelligent worker, while the type of work is
superior to that in the other great industries employing women in.
Worcester. From the point of view of the trade and from the point
of view of the girl, yade-school training may well be given for the
machine-operating industry; because, first, it is the largest women
employing industry in Worcester; second, the demand far exceeds
the supply of skilled workers; and, third, there are some branches of
tie work requiring a certain degree of skill and good financial remu
neration. here are also neighboring towns where the demand for
the most s liful operators in shoemaking and straw-hat making is
very

IN!
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No satisfactory or adequate system of training for the more skilled
processes exists in any of the factories, so that the need of some
method of systematic training is evident, and the advantage of profit-
ing by the opportunity offered would doubtless soon become apparent.
A large amount of training in the specific processes of the trade, how-
ever, does not seem necessaryand, with the wage prospect as it now
exists, not desirable. Four facts seem to prove that the outlook is
encouraging for a favorable reception and for patronage of a trade-
school course: First, the better factories in these trades do not re-
ceive girls under 16 for machine operating; second, employers show
great interest in and approval of such a project; third, the economic
condition of the family indicates that parents ill Worcester could
send girls to such a school; fourth, parents and ehildren are inter-
ested in the suggestion. Possibly it would be necessary at first to
begin with the shorter courses of 3,.6, or 9 months with the hope that
as the school proved its effectiveness there might be added to the
purely technical course, training in the needle trades and other sub-
jects, which would make the girl more intelligent, more his of
advancement, and develop that larger power for economi epend-
ence which comes through right living and right spending.

The problem does not seem to be one of ability on the part of the
family to give the child this training, but ability on the part of the
school to persede the child and parent that such training will in the
long run be de}iirable. The fact must he faced that such courses are

q preparing the girl for the medium opportunity both as .to the wage
and as to development, with but comparatively small outlook toward
the more advanced type of work and higher wage. For this reason
it may seem desirable that different units of courses should he estab-
lished as time. goes on, starting with the. shorter Courses. Also it
may become necessary to consider an effort to introduce part-time
courses or regular courses in the dull season, if it is possible to dis-
cover that the less-skilled worker is dropped off earlier and would
therefore have a sufficiently long dull season to make it worth while.

' Finally, it may prove wise to consider the establishment of evening
continuation courses for the more mature workers.

(27 Dressmaking: But two industries requiring and offering oppor-
tunity for high-grade skilldressmaking and millineryare found in
Worcester. The opportunity in this field is restricted here in two
ways: First, in the smaller field and deinand, and, secondly, in the
high degree of skill, natural ability, and taste requisite for success.
At present there are about a dozen dressmakers. in Worcester who
employ over 10 girls. Three of these employ a force of 20 to 30,
and about 9 employ from lb to 17 girls. Only about 18 'Of the 398
dressmakers in the city directory could be classed as employers in
the true sense. A larger number eoloy two, to three workers at
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cer&In times of the year, but the majority, nine-tenths at least, are
home or day workers, which illustrates the opportunity -open to this
type of worker.

Although Worcester is a social and economic entity, trades which
are dependent on local custom and patronage suffer from proximity
to Boston. Therefo while the size and wealth of Worcester might
seem to indicate la e opportunities in 'dressmaking, the field is

greatly decreased by e fact that the wealthier people of Worcester
go to Boston to have t eir best clothes" made or to get clothes ready-
made. These people say theycan not get as good a product in

° Worcester as they desire. The Worcester dressmaker says she
could give as good a product as the Boston dressmaker if she could
get the same price for her products

However that may be, the dressmaking trade and the dressmaker'
of Worcester are greatly handicapped by lack of responsible and skilled
workers.- Some sal- they refuse work rather than take on new and
unskilled workers -to meet the increased demand. ,Others close shop
to accept thy better-paid openings in thelarge establishments or to

_go out by the day because of the dearth of skilletel labor vertise-
ments for well -paid positions run for months for lack skilled workers
to fill them. Several causes explain the great arth of workers in
this most desirable trade. First, only two or _three of the smaller
dresemakers visited will take apprentices, so
tically inaccessible to young workers: The only means of entrance
for the young girl is probably through the errand -girl Siege. The
errand girl picks up the trade at spare Moments, but this is a slow
and haphazard method. Moreover, there are openings for only
about a dozen errand girls in Worcetter. Second, the dressmaking
trade has more of a profeiisional character and necessitates S. 'longer
period for training and growth than do the factory industries.
Finally, a higher degree 'Of natural ability and artistic taste ie being
increasingly required, which explains to some extent the disappear-
ance of the old apprenticeship system in this trade and the lack of
workers ablieto qualify for the trade. Pract1cally every part of this
trade has become Such a skilled process and leaterial is so expensive
that there is little opportunity or need for uneltilled workers.

. Hovi, under these circumstances are young girls to learn this most
desirable trade? AlmOst all' the larger employers prefer young
workers who bring freshness, deftness, and originality but have not
the time nor oppprturftty to teach young girls in the-shop. Almost
all are desperate for more workers, but where eangtlety get them?
The employer had, no time to train yoqng girls, and practically only
one very limited avenue to the trade now exists, the entrance as
errs titi girl, a pseudo-apprenticeship, as a French student has' termed
it. This method is, however, unsatisfietory to employer and em-
ployee; to employer because it can not meet the demand for numbers
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and for young workers equipped with the fundamental principles
and processes of the trade; to employees, because it can not be
adequate or systematic, and necessitates a long preparatory period'

Lof low pay and seemingly small return.
The dressmaking trade, therefore, shows the greatest need of

some kind of a trade school where the girls can Obtain the funda-
mental principles of the trade. Some workers with one year's
training will be in demand in the trade. A larger number with two
years' or more preparation will be required, for only large shops
employing specialized workers need the smaller and less experienced
girls in Ite workroom.

The outlook as to numbers and large payfis not yet very great in
Worcester, due to the fact that the dressmaking trade there has not
reached the higher stages of economic development. In Boston, for
instance, seven distinct stages of economic transition are apparent
in the dressmaking trade: (1) The day worker who goes out by the
day at $1.50 to $4 a day; (2) the private dressmaker with a force
ranging from 1 to 7 girls who are general workers of a medium degree
of skill and ability receiving from $5 to $8 a week; (3) the small
custom dressmaker with a force of 6 to 10 girls, of whom 1 usually
has the title. of head girl. The general workers receive from $5 to
ES, as in the preceding stage, and the head girl from $9 to $10. (4)
The larger Custom dresskiaker next applears with a force of 15 to
30 girls, among whom are a head waist girl, receiving from $12 to
$15, head skirt girl with $9 to $12 and the usual subordinate workers
characteristic, of the preceding stages. (5) In the fifth stage each
division of the actual production is isolated, with a head girl in charge
of each; the head waist girl, head. skirt girl, head sleeve girl, and head
lining girl, each with het subordinates on a descending scale as
seen in the preceding stages. Shops of this type have a force of
workers ranging from 20 to 60 girls, who show a wide range of skill,
responsibility, and corresponding compensation.. (6) The sixth
stage may be called the stage of specialization, where the head of
each division of the work is s specialist. The head dressmaker with
a weekly salary of $25 to $35, cutters and fitters appear iri addition
to the specialists in the actual production seen in the preceding stage.
(7) The shop of the seventh stage shows one new and additional
feature, the combination of sales and production departments. The
shop of this stage, may assume two forins, the commercial type in
which a sales .department of ready-to-wear gowns is added to the
departnient of custom production, and the manufacturing type in
which the so-called custom production for both local and more
general, but still a,so-called retail market is carried oh. Such estab:"
lishments have a head dressmaker with a weekly wage ranging from
$35 to $50, and, in some instances, higher.'.

-.1040t

These statements me drawn from an extensive study of the dreumeking trade which tree beets Wads
Sibs research depertmept of the Women's lithreatimul eye luchistrial Unto°, Bottom.
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The first five of these types of the dressmaking shop exists in Worces-

lisliments which employ -a large force, there is opportunity for only a
few highly paid workers, as the employer herself in most cases does

Worces-
ter. Since there is only a comparatively small number of establ
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most of the skilled work. Onashop, however, has a waist cutter and
fitter who receives $25 a week, another shop a head waist girl at $20
a week. Three reported head waist, coat, and skirt girls between $12
and $18. The remaining report $8 to $10 for waist and skirt makers
and $3 to $7 for helpers and finishers. Six or seven smaller dress-
makers employ 4 to 6 girls at $6 to $8. Day workers receive from
$1 to $3.50 a day.

The demand for hand sewing in the factory industries is rapidly
decreasing with the continual increase of 1erfected and specialized
machinery. Corset factories turning out a)tigh-grade product, how-
ever, employ hand sewers to sew lace on tie more expensive product.
One such corset factory alone employs 400 hand sewers at' about $9 a
week. Machines have wholly displaced handwork in the manufacture
of muslin underwear, wash waists, and dresses. Heavier clothing,
such as snip, coats, and skirts, still employ hand finishers at a weekly

' wage ranging from $6 to $15. The field is, however, quithaniall'in
this branch of the clothing trade of Worcester.

The higher type of girl, the broader education, and the greater sta-
bility of workers in the dressmaking trade stand out in marked con-
trast to the shifting force the unskilled trades.' The larger dress-
makers say they seldom ake on a new worker, holding their regular
force year after year. Some of their workers have been with them
10:14, and even 18 years. Reports from 54 workers in the trade
showed that only 8 had had any previous 'occupation. and only 3 had
work d in an unskilled trade. The workers, their, in dressMaking
have s don approached this high-grade skilled trade through the
unskille odes, but the custom in Worcester seems to have been to
go direct' from the schools into the trade. Forty per cent of the
54 workers studied were high-school girls and 30 per cent from the
ninth grade.

The opportunity for trained workers in dressmaking in Worcester,
therefore, seems to be for a limited number of young assistants, a fair
number of older and abler assistants-, and a great number of inde-
pendent or day workers, with a fair or good wage and a good range in
the type of work. This situation distinctly restricts. the type of girl
who can he advised or expected to go. into the trade. It seems to be
only the efficient girl, who in the long run may get somewhere near the
top, for there is not room for a large number of intermediate workers
except in the corset factory.

I One employer 0112 girls has not taken on a suns Oil lor 8 ear 0 yell". Room have been with hoe 14 years.
An employer 01 30 girls bag cony I new gill this year.

I
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The great question is, How can the girl get sufficient training and
experience to enter the trade? Doubtless she must. he older; per-
haps 16 or 17, and must have shown sonle ability to sew, else it will
be useless for her to endeavor to enter the trade. This, therefore,
means that the girl must not have any pressing or immediate neces-
sity for economic independence and that she must look forward to a
moderate income for some time. Although the length of working
season in the trade in Worcester would doubtless give as large an imme-
diate income as some of the factory industries, it would not be pro-
portionate to the length of time she may have given to preparation.

The largest trade-training problem is therefore the one connected
with that trade which offers the greatest opportunity. Tjjere is, with-
out doubt, a demand for a small numb6r of short-course trained girls.
20 perhaps, at present, each year, but there is a fair outlook that with
the growth of the industry those types of shops which require young
workers might develop, and that the great dearth of workers "wduld
result in the utilization of a larger number of well-trained beginners.
On the whole, the situation.seems to demand longer coirses in which
the actual trade or technical training shall be much exhnded, giving
to the girl a two, three, or four year course. Such a course, however,
would necessitate from the beginning a different plan of work from
that offered in the shorter course. The longer course must get the
girl somehow into the field. There are apparently certain stages, at
which she could enter the trade: (1) As a little more mature assistant
in a dressmaking shop; (2) as a seamstress; or (3) as assistant to day
workers in the home, thus gradually preparing herself to become the
day worker of the simple type. As the schools develop, doubtless it
will be possible and desirable to establish short dull-season courses,
or perhaps short evening continuation courses for the more mature
workers, in which instruction shall be given in some particular phase
of the trade, such as drafting, waist draping, or designing.

(3) Millinery: To a great number of girls, millinery is the most
attractive of all the trades, offering, as it does, unlimited opportunity
for the exercise of creative ability. Unlike dress-making, millinery
still retains a system of apprenticeship by which young girls can
learn the trade. This trade, at least in all but the most exclusive
shops, has two fairly well-marked divisions, one requiring deftness
and one artistic powers; the one a trade, the other an art. The less
skilled division of work, ordinarily known, as the making of hats,
offers opportunity for a fairly large number of young girls whO can
profitably be pat upon the simpler kinds of work. The dressmaking
trade dries not have such clearly defined divisions; so that in that
trade it is difficult for a wholly unskilled girl to do any part which
does not merge into the skilled processes.
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simpler frames, putting in linings, and wiring ribbons, from which she
pay is put upon such simple parts of the hat as making bands and the

may progress into the somewhat more complicated work of the

The young apprentice in millinery who serves for a year Ntithout
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"maker." It is in this process that she may be tried out, and the
siftings result in the retention of the more able girl who may then
become a maker with the power to earn a fair wage with perhaps a
longer season than the trimmer. It is from this group and through
this educational process that the girl with the artistic abilitythe
prospective trimmeris discovered. She must be the woman of real
ability and knack. It is not to be supposed that the more expert
or even the les; skilled maker can succeed unless she has a, certain
(legr millinery taste, but it is onlythe girl with the exceptional
pow o can become the trimmer.

The trade therefore must be looked upon aebeing almost two
distinct tradesthe higher being the development -through the
lowerand each remi,irinia certain similar yet certain peculiar ability
for success. However, in o the lower trade may go many girls with
moderate ability who can make a fair wage in a pleasant trade. Into
the higher trade can only be admitted those with the exceptional
artistic ability. As a whole, the opportunity in millinery islimited
as to wage for the large numbers who may-enter. It is limited as
to numbers in the highly paid work.

Unlike the dressmaking trade, millinery suffers very little from
outside competition in Worcester. Tradespeople) say that only a
few of the wealthier people buy their hats in Boston, and that the
number of cuatonlers lost to each milliner in this way is so small as
to be almost negligible. There are at present some 50 or 60 milliners
listed in the Worcester directory, but probably not more than 20 of

these employ over 1 or 2 women. Sixteen of the large establishments
were visited, including the millinery shops of four department stores.
These establishments report places for 52 learners a year, under the
present system, and their total number of employees is about 200.
Here, as in dressmaking,' the stability of the workers is a marked
feature of the trade. Milliners frequently reported that they had
retained their most skilled employees 5,. 10, or 15 years. Most of the
milliners prefer to take girls over 16 years df age, and oply 3 estab-
lishments Were found employing girls between 14 and 16. There are
opportunities in plenty for the older girl, but very few for the 14 and
16 year old girl. As the milliners say, "What can you expect of girls
of 141 They are only children."

The number of milliners desiring girls over 18 years of age was 2;
at 16, 4; at 15, 6; at 14, 2; indifferent as to age of workers, 2.

The number of firms employing no girls.,14 to 16 years of age was
2; 1 girl of that age, 0; 2 girls, 2; 3 girls, 1; not reporting, 1.,

(
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Types of ntillinerythops in Worcester, illustrating kinds. of workers and range of wage.

-
Hem! trim- 1 Trimmers. Makers. Learners.mere.

fl.pc of shop. Wages. Wages. Wages. I Wages.
Num- Num- -. Num- Num-

ber. her. ber. bet. ----4
Max, MM. Max. Maj. Min. Max. Maj. Maj.

Millinery depart Ik
meat of depart- '.,
meat store 1 $25 3 $12 320 15-1118 8 34 312 16-310 ^ CLarge millinery
store I 45 10 10 45 15-20 17 3 10 6-10 3 n

High-grade o u 5 - 1
25 1 .18 10 3 10 10 {s1 33.50tom sho

Small custom
shop (1) (I) (5) (5) (5) (5) 3 6 8 6 Y

Apprentice.
...W.'s

Stock girl. Ovate does most of trimming.

Millinery, like dressmaking, shows various stages of economic
evolution, and a resultant variety of types of shops. Four fairly
definite types appear in Worcester: (1) The small custom shop where
the .employer does most of the trimming and hires several makers at
$6 or $8 a week; (2) the high-grade custom shop, employing a head
trimmer at $25 a week, a trimmer at $18, some 10 or so makers
ranging from $3 to $10, and an apprentice and stock girl; (3) the
large millinery store; and (4) the millinery department of it depart-
ment store, with correspondingly higher pay for the trimmers in
accordance with degree of skill or responsibility required.

The wages therefore show a wide range for the trade as a whole,
but a fairly commovage in all shopk for similar work. The division
requiring creative artistic ability shows a wider range, from $10 to
$45, as the tables indicate, according to the amount of responsibility
assumed and the degree of artistic and creative ability possessed.

Two features of millinery seem to make trade-school work possible
for the girl who wishes to enter or who has entered the trade. First,
it is more highly seasonal than any other skilled industry for women.
Second, it is characterized by an apprenticeship systemovhich means
that the girl who goes into the trade gives her services without
remuneration fore two seasons, averaging about -3 months each.
Unless the girl can find some other occupation for her dull seasons,
which cover about 3 months in winter and 3 in summer, she must
work for a year without pay. The second year she is started on 'a
small wage, usually not more than $3 a week, and her pay advances
by degrees as hemkill increases, but, as one employer put it, she does
not become a "real milliner" for 2 years. Now it is a self-evident
fact that both the seasonal aspect of the trade and the system Of
apprenticeship which prevails with most milliners tend to exclude'
the girl who by reason of acononiic pressure is obliged to get to work
as soon as the law allows, and to attract the girl who can afford to
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wait for the higher wage which comes with experience and a high
degree of skill. Yet all the milliners visited reported a great number
of girls from whom to choose. Reports from 51 workers in the
millinery trade showed that 40 per cent were high-school girls and 50
per cent from the ninth grade, while none had ever worked in unskilled
industries. So that in dealing with the millinery situation, the pies-,
tion of the child's economic ability to avail herself of trade training
needt not enter into the discussion. It is safe to assume that the
child who can afford to go into millinery can afford to go to a trade
school.

The question which does confront a, the ode which some milliners
ask, is whether apprenticeship in a mi ery workroom does not give
the child a better equipment than the t aining which a trade school
could offer? _ A survey of the situation leads to the conclusion that
the present system of apprenticeship leaved much to be desired from
the point of view of the prospective learner. Even with the mini-
mum age limit at 16, as is the case in most millinery shops, tibe
seems to be maladjustment and waste. Only 3 of the mi
interviewed were able to say that most of their apprentices "ma
good," and 1 of these 3 would not take any learners who were no
experienced sewers. Two milliners said, they used their apprentices*
each .year with no thought of retaining them when they rlaehed the
point where they could demand pay. What, then, can the trade
school give these girls which the shops can not give them 9 A train-
ing under teachers who can take time enough to give each girl a
thorough try out, their aim being to develop individual efficiency,
even though the process may be long and unremunerative.

The labor situation in the millinery trade in :Worcester, therefore,
is much less serious than in the dressmaking trade. There is an
annual demand for about 50 young girls now, showing opportunity
for larger numbers than in the dressmaking trade. The opportunity
is small for the girl of not much skill, but larger for the fairly skilled
workerthat is, for the expert makerand fair for the skilled trim-
mer. The pay for the etxpert maker is good and for the skilled trimmer
excellent. But it must be noted that the season in the millinery
trade isvhort.

Girls must be fairly efficient to enter and to continue in the trade.
Its workers are necessarily a selected few, for two reasons. First,
they must have natural ability and millinery taste. Moreover, they .
must acquire ability to sew and deftness in handling materials which
can be deteloped with training. One milliner says that one of the
requisites of millinery workersjaja town like Worcester is the ability
to make things over; to renSvate, rearrange, freshen up old mate-
rials, requiring a large amount of ingenuity. Second, the girl who
desires to go into millinery must be efficient, but one,wlio need not
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acquire immediate economic independence, because the trade par-
takes of the nature of a profession. She must be the girl with small
necessity for economic independence or larger wage for sometime
to come. The more efficient girl witliout economic independence
may be able to go into the trade, and by a brave struggle succoed,
by filling in her dull seasons with anything which she may find to do;
but for the lees efficient it would be questionable.

A possible solution for the problem of a secondary trade appears
in the valentine and fancy paper-goods factory of Worcester. The
proprietor of the factory thought a large .number of his workers-

- he employs 200 in the busy seasonircame from the millinery shops.
Unfortunately, at present the busy' seasons overlap somewhat. The
time of maximum employment in the 'valentine factory is from Sep-
tember to December, although t e work continues through January
and February. The busy season for millinery is September and
October, and for some workers, Since the valentines.
cards, etc., are made for the next year's sale, the question arises if
it might not be possible to shift the season somewhat in the valentirie
factory. Millinery workers might be shifted during the dull season
into such a factory, and if they proved their superior ability this
change would probably come about of itself. The summer season
usually brings opportunities in the.hotels at summer resorts for girls
who are economically dependent. If some such adjusttcents th
secondary occupations could be made, the economically dep,orlleitt
girl who may chance to have real ability and efficiency along linos
of millinery art may find great opportunity to enter and develop her
art ill the trade.

What significance, then, has this situation for the trade school I
There would be, without doubt, a.demand on the part of a fair
number for a short course, which might be offered to the younger
girls in the trade school. There certainly seems to be opportunity
for advanced and medium dull - season courses or evening courses, since
there is a dull season of 3 months in the winter and 3 months in the
summer, and since the reports of milliners seem to show 'ak large,uum-
ber of girls not immediately economically independent. Finally, this
economic condition might seem to indicate a moderate dttmand for
ktnger courses of 2 years. s

- 1
VII. SUMMARY..

Worcester is a city of factory industries which employ more than
8,000 women. Four industrieSmaohine operating, thIres,, wire
and metal 'goods, and paper goods receive 90 per cent Ofthdse

women.
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L THE EXODUS OF YOUNG GIRLS FROM SCHOOLS.

These industrileolier openings for a large number of young girls.
In 1010, 700 employment certificates were issued to 14 and 15- year
old girls leaving school to go to work, an increase of 40 per cent over
195. Sixty per cent of these girls were 14 years of age; and more
than one-half had not reached the ninth grade in school. Of 214
homes visited, the majority on a conservative estimate showe.: that
econourlie pressure was not the impelling force of the large outgo of
young girls. l'et 25 per cent of these girls had left befcre reaching
the seventh grade, and 71 per cent were from Swedish, Irish, and
American families. Such facts seem to indicate the need of addi-
tional lines of training not yet provided by the public schools which
will meet the demands of the "motor-minded" girls who are not
forced by economic pressure to go to work as soon as the law allows.

II. INDUSTRIES WHICH YOUNG GIRLS ENTER.
' .

Two great industries draw more than thalf these girls just out of .

school. The machine-operating trades drew 38 per cent, the corset
factories receiving the larger proportion-28 per cent, and the textile
mills 18 per cent of last year's outgo. The other half, are employed
in mercantile establishments, metal trade and-paper goods, various
forms of clothing manufactures, and scattering industries which can
not be considered from the industry point of view.

III. KINDS OF WORK OPEN TO YOUNG GIRLS.

The -little girl of 14 or 16 has opportunity to enter only unskilled,
work,-or "blind-alley" occupations. Even in thj machine-operating
trades, where there might seem to be opportunity for rise and financial
advance, the opportunity is apparent rather than real; fOr here, too,
young girls 'mustsbegin on the unskilled, monotonous, and mechanical
work. A large proportion of the girls either (1) lose the capacity for
or fail to develop the intelligence and responsibility necessary for a_
higher grade of work; (2) become impatient with the monotony and
discouraged with the outlook; or (3) are laid off in slack season and
drop out of the trade. The masses of the young girls, therefore, not
easily adapting themselves to the preliminary processes, drift from
one place to another, thus learning or becoming proficient in noione
trade. Hence arises the army of drifters and unskilled laborers.
When they reach the ago which makes them eligible for the better
trades, such as liigh-class machine operating, dressmaking, and milli-
nery, they hate not the capacity for taking advantage of the better
opportunities. The more skilled industries hive no satisfactory
system of training the prospective worker for the trade, so that the
mass 'of workers who begin work in the unskilled trades remain
there atifliave no way of baltiing their condition.
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t industries, the unskilled tradestextiles, metals, and paper goods
employ

The v,nskilled industries.Of the four factory women-employing
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IV. WOMEN-EMPLOYING INDUSTRIES.
-

.

employ 48 per cent of the women workers. These trades in them-
selves offer little outlook either for self-deelopment or for social
'advancement. The workers in the trade are, therefore, all the more
in need of opportunity for supplementary trade development. --Never-
theless, there would probably be small opportunity for these workers
to profit by such courses offered in a' technical- or 'trade school
except in evening schools for the more mature worker. k large num-
ber even then could not be reached because of the de ands of the
ten-hour working day on the PhysiCal strength of the woman worker.
In the textile trades alone is found a sufficiently large numyei/of girls
to make part time york feasible. These are the workers who leave
school at an early age. Therefore, it is through the unskilled indus-
tries employing children that these workers must be reached during
the 14 to 16 year old period.

B. The skilled industries(1) Machine operating: Machine opera- .

ting, the remaining factory industry, employing 52 per cent of the
women factory workers, presents a stage of transition from the un-
skilled to the skilled tradds. Certain phases of machine operating,
such as stitching on canvas goods and overalls, hemstitching, and
tucking ruffles in muslin underwear, and the simpler and more me-
chanical processes in the corset factories, can not be called more than, .

lbw -grade Skilled work and hence command a wage ranging from $5
to $10: On the other hand, making the finer, more expensiv_eforset,
and certain processes in the better grade lingerie require a faW degree
of skill, and -good workers can command frop $10 to $15. Machine
operating in.the shoe factory also requires a, high degree of skill,the
less skilled operators receiving from $8 to $12, while the highly skilled

.1J'orkers range from $10 to $25. Since, however, there are no facto-
. ries in Worcester which produce a high grade of womens crothing,,
. thei.e is not the opportunity for highly skilled workers on the lighter
-and more agreeable materials that is open' to machine operators in..

New York or Boston. Increased skill on the part .of the workers
might perhaps be instrumental in inducing the manufacturers of
Worcester to expand their business by the introduction of a finer
grade product. The introduction of a trade school might, therefore,
augur the development of a more desirable product, hence broader
opportunity for highly skilled workers.

The study of machine ip.:§paeng, therefore, shows that tOere is a
large number of factories demanding ordinary machine stitchers at a
usual wage of $7 or $8; a fair opportunity for 'a better class work
requiring a higher degree of skill, as in the better corset factory,
where a wage (4;121, $15 may be secured; and finally, opportunity

,...
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for a large nu Of operators in the manufacture of lingerie, with
a range of from 5 ko $15 but a usual wage of $8.

It must be rlmPmbered, however, that this trade Is not one to
attract tke girl of great ability, but rather the girl of moderate ability
or the girl in pr4ssing need of economic independence.

(2) Dressmakiig.---TBut two indtistries in Worcester offer opportu-
nity for a high gfado of skill,. dressmaking and millinery. The dress-
making field iS restricted from the standpoint of the prospeCtive
worker in two vlays; first, because of the small, number of large shops,
and; second, because of the comparatively few highly paid positions,
a natural consequence of the small shop. This may, however, 'be due
partly to the dearth of skilled workers in the trade. This dearth of
workers has come <1) because of the disappearance of the apprentice-
ship system as a means of access to the trade,. (2) because the dress-
making trade has more of a profeSsional character and necessitates a

Nlonger. period for training and development, and (3) because of the
increasingly higher degre'eapf natural ability and artistic taste required
by the trade.

The dross aking trade is therefore primarily a trade for the girl of
natural and rtistic taste and the girl without the necessiCy of imme!

1. diate econo is independence. There are openings for only about 20
rs, with a year's training, to enter the trade eacifyear

, present. T eltiiiikook as to numbers,and large pay is not, under the
existing sys m, very great, though the availability of trained Workers
might enlarge the opportunity both for larger numbers and for higher
pay. Pltin sewers in custom shops or corset factories receive from
$6 to $10, a few head waist and sleeve girls range from $12 to $13,'and
two head waist girls receive $20 and $25, respectively. The begin-,
flings only of specialized work and workers can be seen at present.
The large opportunity is distinctly. that of the day worker at from
$1 to $3.50 per day, and the independent worker, whose wade posoi-
bilities -can not be discovered. This requires, however, larger expe-
rience than is 'apparently now available through shops.

(3) Milliner). Millinery, unlike dressmaking, still retains a systew
of apprenticeship by which young girls can learn the trade. The
labor situation, -, therefore, is less serious than in the dressmaking
trade. Millinery, like dressmaking,, is primarily a trade for the girl of

.natural, and artistic ability, And oven more than dressmaking a trade
for the girl without the neessity of immediate economic independ-
ence, because of the short seasons. In spite of this fact the millinery;
trade can choose from many aspirants to the trade.

.The shops of Worcester offer opportunity for about 50 new workers
annually under the present system and about 200 altogether. The
trade he two fairly definite divisions. One, requiting deftness and
'tome millinery taste, employs the majority of workers,.oalled ' malt-



artistic sense and skill, offers opportunity for a smaller number, but at 4.1.11
a higher wage. The ordinary trimmers range from $12 to $20, though
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ers," who range from $3 to $10. The other, requiring a high degree of

tvjp were discovered at $25, and one in charge of a large force at $45.

V. CONCLUSION.

The industries in whicli women are and can be employed in large
numbers may he divided into three groups:

I. These are industries in which the processes are so mechanical that
but little training% required for their operation, such as the textile
mills, the paper industries, and the metal trades. In the paper and
metal industries comparatively few young girls are employed. There-
fore, their training must have been reached either by remaining in
school until they were 16 or 17, or while they were engaged in some
of the child-employing industries. For such trades, Consequently, the
industrial training must either be offered in connection with the regu-
lar school work, or in connection with the child-employing industries,
as part-time (continuation) instruction or as evening work for the
older girl. In the textile industries, however, girls are being employed.
Here, also, is the problem of all our great textile centers. Since the
industry. itself has but little promise for the woman, it would seem
that the girls here employed should be given some part-time (con-
tinuation) instruction, which would develop greater intelligence in
their induthry and at the same time a knowledge of those trade
processes which would enable them to contribute to their economic
welfare in the home, such as the use of the needle and the knowledge
of domestic work. This type of evening courses for mature workers
is doubtless that which should be given to those who are employed in
the other trades (metal and paper trades). Similarly, the mercantile

' establishments attract 163 girls and afford one of the chief avenues
.through which girls who will enter other industries later may be
reached. If they can not he drawn away for trade courses, they should
be taught, as would the girls in the textile industvi, through part-
thlus instruction.

2. The second group of industries contains those in which the
procesies require a larger or smaller amount of skill according to the
type of work being done, and for whitth there is a possibility of funda-
mental training which shall not only contribute greater intelligence
in the less skilled part of the processes, but shall afford a power to
advance to the more highly skilled work; such an industry is the
machine-operating industry. The training for this industry must
always. b1s considered as looking toward a probable medium wage as
great as in any of the other industries and toward work far more
desirable in character, but at the same time offering a possibility for
the more intelligent* attain a wage suitable for highly skilled work.
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There are in this industry large numbers of children, as.has been
shown. The majority of these children do not pass up into the
advanced work and should be drawn away from the industry for a
shorter or longer course, as seems possible, so that when they do enter
these unskilled parts of the trade their knowledge and their intelli-
gence will afford them- opportunity for continuous advancement.
Or to these children should be given part-time instruction which
would fit them for the skilled processes, and enable them to pass on
to the higher type of machine operating.

This is tht great industry for women in Worcester in which there
is a possibility for training and for the development of skill. It is,
therefore, upon this industry that training should be concentrated,
giving as large an opportunity as the children will accept for shorter
or longer preparation, in the technique of machine operating, but
supplementing this course with training in the needle trade and in
domestic economy. It seems probable that any plan for training
should also contemplate three features as a later development.
Part-time training might be anticipated for the younger girls who
can not be prevailed upon to give full time for even a short period;
specialized operating for those who have been able to take only a
short period of training; and evening work on special machines for the
ambitious young woman who is now in the industry.

3. The of industries in which there is the opportunity for the
most highly skilled work and therefore for the highest industrial
opportunity and wage, dressmaking and millinery, is found to a
limited extent in Worcester.

In dressmaking, the outlook is distinctly for the mature and inde-
pendent 'woken I3u't the field is extremely limited, and the means
by which the young worker, even with a certain afnount of training&
can secure experience or training are lacking. Both of those con-
diticins are due to the small number and small size of the specialize2i
shops. Both offer special problems for solution in connection with
trade training, and must affect the kind and length of courses given.
Only a small number, perhaps not to exceed 20, should therefore be
given a short or vie year course of training, since opportunity to enter
the trade at the ottom and work up is at present so limited. Simi-
larly, longer courses, two, three, or four years, in which the more
advanced principles are taught, seem essential. Dull-seas`On courses
for the girl with a shorter preparation, or evening courses' teaching
certain dtfinite parts of the trade to the older girl with a professional
attitude, would probably necessarily follow in the development of the
training. To this work, therefore, would be directed the girl with that
type of ability which makes for success in the trade, and only the girl
without pressure for immediate self support, or with force of char-
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acter sufficient to overcome the difficulties of a long and unpaid or
low-paid apprenticeship period.

Millinery is also a highly skilled trade with limited' opportunities
in Worcester, as it now exists. Consisting of small shops with a few
helpers, it doubtless affords better opportunities proportionately than
dressmaking, vialth the exception that the seasons are very short.
But the call is chiefly for the skilled maker and the trimmer. The
girls who now enter are usually more mature and less self dependent,
but the apprenticeship training is apparently unsatisfactory. One
or two year courses therefore seem desirable, and a scheme for dull-
season courses would probably be distinctly popular.

4. A trade school for girls in Worcester should certainly empha-
size the courses in machine operating and part-time instruction.
Here is a field for constructive work and distinct initiative. The
city must face the problems of all large industrial centers, but it
differs from Boston or New York in that it does not have the large
demand for the highest type of feminized industries. On the .other
hand, it differs, probably, from the textile centers in that it has a
very large and rapidly growing industry which demands the skill
gained in the factory. In this respect it will therefore doubtless
teach such centers as parts of Boston, the shoe centers of the State,
and similar industrial towns.

Tho trade school can not properly 'duplicate the Boston trade
-school. It will contain the same trades, but the emphasis and pro-
portion most be different. The Boston trade school did and should
accentuate the dressmaking and the millinery as the best fields for
girls with certain aptitudes, and as nrestrieted in types of develop-
ment..The Worcester trade schoo must offer these trades. with
guarded ogre as to numbers, types of rls, and types of opportunities.
The Boston trade school offered ma line operating, but it has been
properly an outgrowth of experience and dependent on the increase
in size of the school. The WorcesteLtrade school should attack this
trade as it's most important and mos mmediate problem.

These Conclusions suggest, therefore, the establishment of a trade
school with a short course in machine operating. Instruction should
be give a fairly large gioup .at once in prder to demonstrate its
eflicier#i It may prove necessary to secure partlitime cooperation
Ctir 'dome machine-operating 'industry as an entering wedge, or to
consider such a scheme as feasible for the immediate future. It
shquld look forward to rapid development in the variety of special-

mtkhiness to rapid increase in the number to whom instruction
could be given; and in the length of course which shall be offered,
either increasing the unit of time or introducing, larger units. The
ttlade school should also offer one-year courses in dressmaking and

AllidlinerY at once. These will be doubtless limited in size at first by
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the number of applicants, but the effort should be to restrict the
number admitted to these courses, and development should distinctly
be in the introduction of longer unit courses. Dull-season courses
and evening courses will doubtless in time demand consideration.
The trade school will surely feel itseif ,bound in due time to meet
the needs of the larger nwinber of workers in the machine-operating
industry, through.,part-time courses. It also will have before it in
the future the welfare of the young workers in textiles and in the
mercantile establishments, unless they may have been drawn away
from these less desirable occupations. The necessity for the imme-
diate and intensive attention to machine operating indicates the
importance of securing opportunity for solid permane'nt and expand-
ing housing, in order that installing machines should be conducted
as economically as possible. ' .

VIII. PRESENTATION OF MATERIAL IN TABULAR FORM.
TABLE I. Shooing women-employing industries of Woreuter.

(Based on factory inspectersteport )

Industries.
Number
of estab-

Ush-
ments Total.reported..

Boots and shoes
clothing
l'orsetS
Envelopes and paper goods
Laundries,
Leather goods
Yarrow fabrics

Iles
Thread
Underwear
Wire and metal goods
Miscellaneous%

Number employed.
a.

7 '1,131
26 781
fi 1.786

in 1,013.
13 220

4 1,0244
4 4 332

Is 2,926
2 130
S ! 901

39 . 9,024
34 ! 1,423

Men. Women. Boys.4

732
102
152
516

925
33

1,562
32

7,917
1,048

399
6111

1,834
937
229
1113

299
1,364

95
RO9

1,107
675

14

25

37

129

222
57

16
22

149
39

13
59

121

4
62
26

I Miscellaneous: 2 emery factories; 4 piano factories; 1 drag. 2 food: 1 printer; 4 casket factories. 1 ma-chinery bniah; I comb; 1 cigar; 1 yeast; I dyeworks; 6 paper-bag factories; 1 bookb aiding; 6 newspaper;1 heel; 1 unclassified.
Included under men.
Included under women.

Of the women-employing industries of Worcester, envelopes and
paper goods, nartow fabric, textiles, thtead, and wire and metal goods
employ almost one-half (47 per cent); Boots and shges, clothing,
corset, and muslin underwear employ about two-fifths (43 per cent)
of the women.
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TABLE II.Showing woinen-employing industries milted.'

Number Number employed.

In litsiries. of estab-
lishments
Ivisited. Total. Women. Girls.

Boots and shoes. 3 145 107 36
Clothing 6 359 341 16

Corsets 3 2, 324 1,955 340
Dressmaking 10 207 191 16
Millinery 16 2711 249 27
Paper goods ' ....... . 3 653 535 IIR
Textiles 5 807 758 51

Miscellaneous' 4 127 87 40
Underwear 6 570 550 2n

1 The difference In the nr,t, of visit may explain the discrepanries between these figures and those
reported by the factory inspector. as shown In Table 1. This statement does not include some estab110:-
ments visited which were not on the Inspection list. Hence, totals used In the text are often formed by
a combination of the reports of the Inspector and of the investigator

s Miscellaneous: 1 leather-goods factory; 1 thread factory; 1 wire factory; 1 fancy - biscuit factory.

The representative character of the study will be seen from the
following proportion of industries which were visited and studied:

Boots and shoes. 3 out of 7 establishments einploying 27 per cent
of the women in the trade.

Clothing.All the clothing establishments.
.Cor8ets.-3 out of 6 establishments employing more than the total

number reported by the factory inspector.
Envelopes and paper goods.-3 out of 10 establishments employing

57 per cent of the women in the trade.
Textiles. -5 out of the 18 textile manufacturing establishments

employing 55 per cent of the women in the trade.,
Muslin underwear. All of the underwear factories.

TABLE II I.Showing ages of girls (717) 'eating school during the year September, 1909,
to Septeniber, 1910, according to age and schooling certificates)

Age. Number.

Under 14 years of age 2 t 7

14 and under 15 431
15 and under 16...., 177

16 and under 17 24

17 and under 18 4

Unclassified 84

Total 727

TABLE IV. Shosring grade of leaving school during the yeeir September, 1909, to Sep-
tember, 1910, according to age and schooling certificates.

Grade. N umber.

Third gradt 6

Fourth grade 2

Fifth grade 53

Sixth grade t 89

Seventh grade 127

Eighth grade 96

Grade. Number.
Nidth grade 130
High school 44

Unclassified 180

Total . 727

I Shay per cent of thews Orb who had left *chisel were only 14 years old.
* Under 14 years of age, 7, via: 11 years 10 akonthsi 13 yeses 2 months, 13 yaws 5 moutho.f bf 13 years

Illemodtha, and 0 ot 13 yawn 11. months. ,
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So far as the age and schooling certificates enlighten us, 17. per cent

of those who reached the ninth grade remained until the end of the
year, but the statistics on this point are undoubtedly incomplete.
' Twenty-one per cent of the girls withdrawing from school the past

year left before completing the sixth grade. About one-third droppedout in the sixth and seventh grades. More than one,half dropped
out before reaching the ninth grade.

TABLE V. Showily educational status o f 214 families risited.

Number.Educated
Intelligent

124Ignorant
44Unclassified.
40

Fifty-eight per cent of the girls Leavitt;; in the past year rho were
visited came from intelligent families.

TABLE VI.Sia,tring types of homes, on swat basis as Table V.
Comfortable

I ISLacking in Comfort
36Poor
34Unclassified.
26

Fifty-five per ceut of these girls visited came front really comfort-
able homes.

One-half, on a very conservative estimate, left school without
tconomic pressure; and of these almost one -half were 14 years old,
25 per cent had not reached thg seventh grade, and 60 per cent could
not have passed the ninth-grade test.

Tartu VII. Showing nativity of 214 girls visited.

Visited in homes:
Scandinavian
Irish
ArneriCan
English...
Canadian
Russian
Italian'
Jpv
Pinn
Syrian.,..
Lithuanian
Pole
Turk
Scotch
German
Colored
No data

t

46
44

40
17

.14

7

1

1

1

1

1

1

4
2
1

24

Leaving without erotiontic pressure:
Swede 14
American 10
Irish 9
French 5
Canadian 3
English 1

Italian 1
Russian Jew
Pole
Scotch
Russian
No data

150T.

14

9
2

5
4

1

126
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TABLE VIII. Showing occupation of girls who left school.during the year 1909-10.
(Based on age and schooling certificates.)

Mercantile establishments'
Manufactures
Miscellaneous

163
546

15

Total 727

(a) According to industry:
Manufactures into which girls go from school (showing the predominance of one

great type of industrymachine operatingis a girl-emplving industry),
(1 irls.

Corsets and accessories 206
Textiles, spinning, knitting 104

Metal trades 71

Paper goods 46
Clothing, factory product :i6
Shoes and leather 33
Food and drug product. 21

Millinery
Novelties 5

Dressmaking 3

Brushes, combs, rubber
Laundry 4

Printing 2

Piano company 1

Vaudeville 1

Miscellaneous a 5

Total 546

Of the 727 girls, 22 per cent entered mercantile establishments,
75 per cent went into manufactures, 38 per vent entered machine-oper-
ating trades, and 28 per cent entered corset factories.

(1.Q. According to type of tudustry:
1. Unskilled trades

Textiles, spinning, knitting 104
Metal 71
Paper 46
Footl and amp 21
Novelties. 5
Brushes, combs, rubber 3,
Piano 1

Vaudeville 1

Miscellaneous 5

Total 257
2. Medium skilled trades

Corsets and accessories 206
Clothing
,Elhoea and leather 32
Laundry 4

Printing 2

Total
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(6) According to type of industryContinued.
3. Skilled trades .

Mill eery 8
Dressmaking 3

Total 11

59

Of these girls, 22 per cent \entered mercantile establishments, 35 per
cent entered unskilled industries, 39 per cent entered medium skilled.
industries, and 1 per cent entered skilled industries.

No tabular statement of the wages and conditions in the industries
is presented, since the studies are type studies only.


